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S. ARMY HAS PLAN

AT

FOR CAMPAIGN

IN PR SCO

A
MURDER GETS

"THAT DARN DOG'S LOOSE AGAIN!''

WILL NOT STAND

RIFLE RANGE
Nearly 1000 Expert Marksmen Will Spend About Two
Weeks at Sea Girt. N. J.

A

Life of No

One. However Motormcn and Conductors Co
Guarded. Seems to be Safe
Out and United Railways
From An Assassin.
Company Avoid Trouble
--

WAR THERE

The Moment It Is Found That
the Rural Guards Are Not
PRIZES
OFFEREDINJASH
Strong Enough to Deal With
t h e Rebellion President
Besides the Money Many Valuable
Roosevelt Will Rush Amerand Desirable Trophies Have
ican Troops to Cuba.
Been Offered.
Sea Girt, N. J., Aug.

27.

The great-

Washington,

D.

C,

Aug.

27.

EMINENT
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long-rang-

beatenIverIhe

head

until dead

4 4
4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4
4 Special to The Evening Citizen.
4
Silver Uty, N. M.. Aug. 27.
4 On Saturday night while attend- 4 itig a dance at Hanover, a mining
4 camp nortneast
of here, Jesse
4 Kimmich, a miner, was baten to
death with a revolver by a man
4 by the name of Cliff. The de- 4 tails of tae affair reaching here
4 are yet vague. I: is understood
that Kimmich was striking a
'4 drunken
negro ov. r the 'head
4 with his revolver when Cliff in4 teriVred.
Kimmich then attacked
Cliff, saying: "1 would just as
4 boon kill you as a riuaer." All
-

'!y.

1

i

4 4 4 4

...

President HoOBPrplt hm aclrd thol
he be kept fully advised as to the
nuui.ie m uuua. He will, not act on
hearsay information, and desires full
reports from our consul and the Cuban
embassy.
What President Palma Says.
President Palma today gave out a
statement In which he says that the
insurrection has no ldeala ami nn nr.-,- .
gram, and that the cries which the
insurgents nave raised do not constitute a Jurisdiction for the movement.
President Palma declares energetically that the government Is bound by its
Imperious duty and must demonstrate
that It Is stable and able to safeguard
the property, life and happiness of the
republic at. the present and in the future. "This is my first resolution,"
President Palma declared, "and I shall
maintain it."
Old Fashioned Flghtino.
A party of insurgents, commanded
by Colonel Sanchez, entered th tnwn
of Bejucal, province of Havana, at 11
ociock last nignt, fortified themselves
and fought all night against an attacking force of government recruits and
regulars, without any other result than
three defenders of the place and one
of the rural guards being killed.
A striking feature of the situation
today was the announcement that the
government will unconditionally pardon all those who have taken up
arms against the government excepting the caotured commanders, and
these will also be pardoned If they sur
render witn ineir run commands and
arms. The leading svmnathizpr with
the revolt here are beginning to show
signs of discouragement.

goochTscapes from
grant county jail
The Alleged Insane Murderer
Makes Two Easy Escapes
From Sheriff.
'4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 4 '4 4 4 '4
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Silver City, N. M. August 27.
B. F. Gooch, who has been a prisoner in the Grant county Jail for
the past four years, an expensive
cuarge of the county, awaiting a
decision of the courts as to
whether or not he was guilty of
murder or insane, on Saturday
night took French, leave and today at a late hour had not been
captured. About four years ago
Gooch killed a neighbor ranchman on the .Mimbres river. The
crime was committed with a pistol and irom indications, was a
cold blooded murder. Iiy some
strategy he was held in jail pending a decision as to whether or
not ne was in nis right mind.
However, crazy, Gooch had sense
enough to escape twice from the
sheriff of Grant county, once
several years ago, when he escaped uetween midnight and
morning and was not captured until many months after, by accident in Ortgon, and now again.
At that time he was returned to
the territory at a great expense.

4 '4

Drunken Miners Assault Each
Other at Hancock Camp
and One Killed.

participants l( the killing
c said fj ! ave been drinking
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BY NOT OFFERING TO MOVE

IN WARSAW

GARS. DIRECTORATE

MEETS

Revolutionary
Committee Says Great Northern Railway Suffered
This Program of Murder Will
Fatal Derailment from Unknown
be Pushed to the Utmost.
Cause. Last Night.

The

with th!sln view, and our government
maintains and will exercise Its right
to intervene .and maintain peace in
taat island.
Civil war will be regarded, under
the Piatt law, In the same light as
pestilence, or the unsanitarv condi
tions which might breed It. A high
official of the state department said
loaay tnat one would be as offensive
to the United States as the other.
Aside from ny speculations in the
Piatt law, this is the view which Pres-luen- t
Roosevelt holds of our duties In
the premises. The United States will
maintain order among its immediate
neighbors. All necessary steps to that
end will be taicen.
It Is not even necessary to "assume" a right of Intervention in Cuba.
By the express terms of the Piatt law
Cuban autonomy Is conditioned on the
continuation of Rood eovernmpnt nmi
peaceful sanitary conditions.
ine united States will not interfere
In Cuba until it is apparent that interference is necessary. The Palma
administration will be given every opportunity to put down the insurrectionary disturbance. But as soon as It
Is apparent that the rural guards are
disaffected, or not sufficiently numerous, the United States will embark
regulars and take charge or the cami
paign,
The war department has a plan of
campaign an worked out, and a word
from President Roosevelt is all that Is
needed to start the troops on the

COMMANDER SHOT

AND KILLED

St. Petersburg, Aug. 27. An unsuccessful attempt upon the life of
Baron Stahl is reported to have been
made In the park at Peterhof last
night, but the story Is denied. Baron
Stahl bears some resemblance to
General Trepoff, commander of the
palace. A number of officers who
might be mistaken for M. Trepoff
have taken the precaution to have
their beards shaved off.

miiea states win not tolerate civil
est gathering of military rifle shot war
In Cuba.
this country ever witnessed began
The Piatt amendment was drafted
Sep-

here today and will continue to
tember 6. The occasion la the annual
rifle contest under the auspices of the
National Board for the Promotion of
Rifle Practice, the National Rifle association of America and Nw Jersey
State Rifle association. The shooting
tournament is held on the famous rifle
range at this place and Is held under
the direction of the national board.
.Congress Las voted $300 for cash
prizes but private parties have contributed $2,100 additional for cash
prizes, making the total $2,400. This
is by far the greatest sum ever offered
in prizes at a military rifle 'shooting
contest in this country, although it
docs not quite come up to the liberal
prizes offered by the king and the
British government at the annual
tournaments of the National Rifle association of Great Britain.
Nearly one thousand of the most
expert shots of the regular army and
navy and of the various state militia
organizations are entered for the contest this year. At least forty teams
of twelve men will take part In the
national team match and besides the
two army teams, one composed of infantry and the other of cavalry men,
there will be teams from the navy,
the marine corps and teams representing the militia of various states.
In this match the competition is for
the national trophy, donated by con
gress, together with $300 In cash; the
Hilton trophy and $200 in cash, and
the Soldier of Marathon, presence.! by
In behalf of
the commander-in-chithe state of New York, and $150 in
cash. Besides that there are three
other cash prizes and each member of
the winning teams will receive a properly inscribed bronze medal.
The national board will also supervise the individual contests in rifle
shooting and of the national pistol
match. The latter is open to the varand to
ious military organizations
members of the National Rifle association and affiliated clubs. The United
estates service pistol, Colt's or Smith
& Wesson, .38 calber, must be used
In this
with the service cartridge.
match there are seven gold medals,
four silver medals and four bronze
medals, together with fifteen cash
prizes.
mentioned
Besides the matches
there will be a nimber of matches
which will be shot under the supervision of the National Rifle association.
The leading match Is for the Wimbledon cup, presented by the National
of Great Britain.
Rifle association
This Is open to all citizens and residents of the United States and any
may be
rifle and any ammunition
used, 'lue distance is 1,000 yards and
e
championship
carries the
of the United States and four cash
prizes with it. The president's match
carries with it the military championship of the United States, a championship medal and an autograph letter
from President Roosevelt, together
with eight cash prizes.
In addition to the mat dies already
mentioned t'oere will be a number of
others, for the skirmish match prize,
valued at $250; the Intercollegiate
trophy, the Inter-clu- b
trophy, the National Marksmen's prize, the Hale
trophy for revolver shooting, the Dry-de- n
trophy under the supervision of
the Jersey State Rifle association, and
others. The great military tournament began this morning with the
matches of the National Rifle association and the New Jersey State Rifle
association,
which
continue
will
through to Thursday, possibly longer.
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STANDARD OI- L-

Six Thousand. Four Hundred Both Are Editors of Diction-anTwenty-eigh- t
Counts
aries in England and Join
the American Board.
Are For Rebates.
j

Frost Reported From Iowa
and Cold Weather From
the Mississippi Valley.

d
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DISASTROUS FLOODS DO
ALL FEAR OF BAD WORK
MUCH DAMAGE IN MEXICO
MAY NOW BE DISMISSED
TO BUY DISTILLERIES

YET STANDARD WANTS

Chicago, Aug. 27. The first federal
grand Jury returned indictments today
against the Standard Oil company before Judge Bethea in the United States
circuit court. The Indictments, which
contain 6,428 counts, are all in connection with granting rebates. No railroad was mentioned in the ldictnients
returned today.
Want to Buy All Distillery Plants.
Oil company
has
The Standard
taken steps toward acquiring the own
ership of all the principal distilling
plants in the United States, according
to a dispatch from Peoria, Ills. A conference was held last Friday in Chi
cago between representatives of the
distilling interests and the Standard
OH company. A price has been set on
every distillery in Peoria and Indications are that a deal will be effected
and that the plants will pass into
the hands of the Standard Oil company soon. It is said that the price
asked was considered too high and the
Standard Oil people tnreatened that
if suitable terms could not be reached
they would build distilling houses of
their own.
The chief reason of this action on
the part of the Standard Oil company
was the recent passage of the alcohol
bill oy congress.

IN A CAB

Warsaw, Aug. 27. General Von
acting military governor
general of Warsaw, and commander
of the Fifth army corps stationed at
Warsaw, was shot and killed at 2
o'clock this afternoon while driving
in a cab. The assassin escaped. This
morning an unknown man warned the
cabmen of this city generally not to
drive any generals.

Washington, Aug.

Ntw York, Aug. 27 The Simplified
spelling board today announced that
two distinguished British scholars had
accepted membership to testify their
sympathy with the new movement to
Improve English orthograpliy. One is
Dr. J. A. H. Murray, senior editor
of the Great Oxford Dictionary of the
English language, of which the associate editor Is Henry Bradley, who
joined the board some weeks ago. The
other is Professor Josepn Wright, editor of tne English Dialect dictionary
"The
Bender Matthews said today:
adhesion of the foremost linguistic
authorities of both branch of the English speaking race ought to be reassuring to those who have dreaded that
the recommendations of the Simplified
Spelling Board might work harm to
our noble tongue or its etomology.

27.

The weath-

er bureau's general forecast of weath
er conditions says today that since
Saturday rains have occurred from
the Rocky mountains to the Atlantic
coast. Following the rains an area of
high barometer with fair and cooler
weather has extended eastward over
the Mississippi valley and western
lake region and this morning temperatures are ten to fifteen degrees below the seasonal average in the upper
and lower Mississippi valley and instates.
terior of the southwestern
A light frost with a minimum temper42
degrees
Is
reported
ature of
this
morning In parts of Iowa.
FLOODS DESTROY

GOVERNMENT MUST ALTER
POLICY OR MANY BE KILLED
St. Petersburg. Aug. 27. The central committee of the social revolutionists has drawn up a proclamation
which threatens that unless the government forthwith alters its policy,
such acts as attempts on the life of
the premier and other dignitaries,
such as have characterized the last
three days, will be pursued to the utmost and the government representatives will be killed by hundreds.
Result of Stolypin Attack.
Two more persons injured by the
explosion at Premier Stolypln's residence, have died, bringing the total
number of dead up to thirty.
The 'datitfiter
tbe premier Is still
alive and his son is reported as Improving.
Close to the Czar.
The killing of General Mln, Sunday night on the station platform at
Peterhof, has been the subject of
general talk today. He was personal
adjutant to the suite of the emperor,
and his assassination seems to be getting very close to the emperor himself. This third and successful attack on General Mln was made by a
young woman who emptied five loads
of a revolver Into his body. She was
arrested but gave no name.
Don't Like Their Own Medicine.
against the
The open campaign
government which the revolutionists
inaugurated with the attempt on Premier Stolypln's life Saturday, and the
assassination of General Mln yester- (Contlnued on page four.)

INTERNATIONAL

GREAT NORTHERN SUFFERS
FATAL DERAILMENT
St. Paul, Aug. 27. Reports received
at the headquarters of the Great!
Nortnern railway here say that an
east bound mixed train was derailed
near Swift, Montana, last night. Tho
combination passenger coach overturned and Frank Dewitt and Charles
Schults, of Farmington, Mont., passengers, and Brakeman Brown wero
killed. Eight or ten other passengers
were slightly injured. The cause of
the derailment is unexplained.
FOLK GRANTS' MRS.
MERS A RESPITE
Kansas City, Aug. 27. Governor
Folk at Jefferson City today granted
a respite till October 26 to Mrs. Agnes
Myers, now in jail at Liberty awaiting
execution for the murder of her husband. .Governor Folk granted the respite so that the woman's attorneys
might have time in which to perfect
an appeal to the United States supreme court, preliminary action on,
which was tatten recently. A similar
respite was granted Frank Holman.
Mrs. Myers' accomplice, now In Jail
here. Both were previously sentenced
to be hanged on September 8.
GOVERNOR

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Aug. 2i. Wool, steady.
territory and western mediums, 22 and
28o; fine meaium, 1720c; fine, 14
16c.

LEAGUE OF

SS

AT DENVER

MUCH

::i
PROPERTY IN OLD MEXICO
El Paso, Aug. 27. Details by mail
of floods at Mazutlun, Mexico, state
"WHAT IS HOME WITHOUT
that the heaviest losers are the
WILLIAM J. BRYAN?"
family, whose store and Btock
27.
Aug.
New York,
"What Is home of goods were destroyed, and Cla Im
without Bryan," with this placard in Industrialy Agrlcola, whose shoe facits front ranks a. delegation of 125 tories, employing a large number of
neighbors and friends of Wm. J. Bryan people, are reported to be in ruins.
arrived In this city from Nebraska, Dozens of bouse on the beach were
smaJl swept away. Great suffering hag been
last night. Every man wore
Denver, Colo., Aug. 27. The value
white ribbon on which was printed caused by the destruction of the water
Home Folks William J. Bryan." In; works. Calzada De Puente Infiernllle of publicity and Judicious advertising
the delegation were mayors of eight boulevard, which connects the city Is clearly demonstrated by the unusually largo attendance
of delegates
cities of Mr. Bryan's state.
with the sea, has been destroyed.
and others at the annual meeting of
the International League of Press
Clubs, which opened here today, to
CANADIAN TENNIS EVENT CHRISTENING OF FUTURE' DEMOCRATS HOLD THEIR continue
until September 1, Inclusive.
For months the committee In charge
6f tho arrangements for the conven
OF SOME ANTIQUITY
tion has been supplying the news
GERMAN RULER
papers throughout the coxuntry with
articles concerning the convention,
the extensive preparations and plans
Out., Aug. 27.
Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 27. The at the same time advertising not only
Berlin, Aug. 27. The christening of
The twenty-secon- d
annual Interna- the infant son of Crown Prince Fred- democratic primaries are held In this the convention but the city of Denver
the state of Colorado. So glow-lu- g
championship
tional
lawn tennis erick William, the prospective heir to state today and an unusually large and were
the accounts of the things
campaign has
Ger-- i vote Is expected.
The
the
of
of
and
throne
Pruss'a
the
championship tournament began here
man empire took place here today been very animated and Interesting awaiting the delegates to the conventhis morning on the grass courts of with the customary ceremonies. O'he and the result of the primaries is tion that It Is not at all surprising
men from all
the Queen's Royal Tennis club. This 'ceremony
performed in the awaited with a great deal of Interest. that the newspaper
was
Is the oldest established tennis event 'Schloss kirche, In the presence of a The campaign for the senatorship was parts of the United States flocked In
unprecedented numbers to this city.
in America. During the past twenty-tw- o large and most brilliant gathering, In- - particularly lively and attracted more
im-- !
for Denver has outdone Itself and has areven than the contest
eluding
of
royal
members
interest
the
the
years most of the famous tennis perlal family, the sponsors, a large the governorship.
Tho contest lies ranged a haarty welcome and princely
players of the United States and Can- number of foreign princes and repre- between
L'nlted States Senator Joho entertainment for the men of the pen.
competition
entered
ada have
the
at sentatives of foreign governments,' T. Morgan and Senator E. W. Pettus. More than $10,000 were raised to dethese tournaments.
The rules of the members of the diplomatic corps and The gubernatorial contest Is between fray the expenses of the entertain
United States National I.awn Tennis prominent representatives
the It. B. Comer and Dr. It. M. Cunning- ment, and the state, the chy, the citiof
govern
association
the contests. 'army, navy am! the civil government, ham. The principal candidates for the zens and business men of both and
Wright & Ditson championship balls Including the members of
the Imperial congressional nominations are former the railroads joined their efforts to
are used. .Matches will be bust two 'cabinet and
delegations of the two Governor Joseph F. Johnston, John B. make this convention me greatest oi
out of three except the doubles, open bouses of parliament. The day was! Knox, who was president of the con- its kind ever held in this country.
for all, for Canadians only, for men observed practically as a holiday in stitutional convention;
That back of this unparalleled hos- former Govand for women only, also mixed dou Berlin and great enthusiasm was dis- ernor W. C. Dates, Congressman Joun pitality is the natural desire to im
bles, especial singles and doubles, etc. played by the population. The cere-- ! H. Bankhead. Richard Clarke of Mo- press the visiting newspaper men with
The winners of the championship sin inony itself was performed by the bile, W. C. Flits of Mobile and one or tho wealth, beauty and resources of
gles will be awarded the. internal lo:;al court chaplain after the simple rites two others. The three candidates for Colorado and Its beautiful capital des
trophy cups.
Handsome runner-u- p
of
Lutheran church. In accord- - lieutenant governor are Col. Henry B. not make the hospitality less accept
prizes will be uwaitbd in the cham- ancethewith custom the ceremony was Cray of Birmingham, D. J. Meador of able, uor does it injure in tho leant
pionship doubles. First and runner-u- p followed by a state dinner at the royal Marengo county and Etnmett O'Neal the success of the convention. The
prizes will be award ;.! in the hand-lea- p Ipilace. to which only the members of of Florence.
men who urranged tho details of the
singles. The number of entries the family and the sponsors were in- convention deserve credit for what
is unusually larje and the attendance vi'ed.
Metal Market.
they have done. With keen appre
This evening the city will be
larger than on ilie opening duy In f
New York, Aug. 27 Lead and cop- ciation of the possibilities of such a
illuminated and there will be a num- years.
per, quiet, unchanged,
largo gathering of newspaper men
b- r of banquets and receptions.
i

Queen City of the Plains Will Expend
SI 0,00 On Entertainment of Visiting Newspaper Men.

'

i

Niagar-on-tho-Lak- e,

j

-

San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 27. Wittt
exception
of
the California
and
Geary
street
lines,
street
railway
in
traffic
this
city was suspended yesterday as
the result of a strike of conductors and
motormen of the United Railroad system which went into effect at 5 o'clock
Sunday morning. The United Railroads made no attempt to run cars
and consequently there was no disorder. Further action in the tie-uawaits the arrival of Patrick Calnoun,
president of the United Railroads,
who is en route from the east.
Directors to Meet Today.
The second day of the strike of the
employes of the United Railways opened peacefully. The company continued its policy of making no effort to
operate Its lines and the public for tne
first time felt fully the force of tho
strike.
This afternon the directory
of the United Railways will hold a session concerning the manner In which
the demands of the union are to bo
met.

the

they made the best of their opportunity and their city and state will reap
the benefits.
Several thousand newspaper men
are already here and more are expected. Some of the clubs are represented by large delegations. Chicago
alone has sent about 200. The arrangements for the reception and entertainment of the delegates are as
nearly perfect, as they can be mad
and every delegate arriving here U
well taken care of. The program arranged for the convention is elaborate and full of interesting features
which will be appreciated by the visitors. Besides a number of social
features and entertainments in the
city there will be a number of highly
Interesting trips to points of interest
in the state. One of the special features will be a trip to one of the canyons, with a boar's head breakfast
prepared by famous chefs, thrown in.
The feature of special interest to
active newspaper men will be the
forming of an organization under the
name of the Amalgamated Order of
Mavericks, which will Include only reporters, editors and professional writers for newspapers, excluding all not
directly connected with the literary
staff. Another feature, equally Important to the state of Colorado and
to the visiting newspaper men, will be
tho ttory writing contest for valuable
prizes. The story which advertises
in the most scholarly and attractive
manner the various advantages and
resources of the state of Colorado will
be awarded the first prize, consisting"
of a gold bar, valued at fl.oiw. The
second prize will be an irrigation farm
near Denver, with liberal cash prizes
for other meritorious stories aud
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I'lrants. Don't you find it hard," asked
lh western senatofi with a sudden

Highland

Laying both emu against the middle

to servo certain purposes or ms own

at Faatoffiaa tat troiamMmi thraacfc Ua which have to do with 1908?"
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of the man
of the man
of the n.'.n
of the mn
of the man
of the man

Pharmacy

27, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS
MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

who thould be working for youT

lih' irouid glidly.lend you money?
ulJ like to buy your hors??
t3

...

i

who would buy an Interest In your business?
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?

ALBUQUERQUE

Want Ads, Furnish you
ascS nd dresses
witla
people who are
of
"Neccessary to You' Prosperity"

.

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

Cftt? Citiarem

EVAwness

d

'

MONDAY, AUGUST

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

mm IM ananar.

This little speech fairly represents
the state of mind that prevails In the
Fairbanks camp. They are sore and
resentful toward the president and are
suspicious of him, but they can t afford to come out In the open with, R
challegen. To stir ui Mr. Roosevelt
OnitliJ Paper of Bernalillo County to more active opposition is the very
last thing the Fairbanks boomers
tad City or Aiwiquerque.
could afford to do. They are convinced
Aftaratoii
DlipitcMt.
AMwhM frmt
the president is secretly hostile to the
ClrtnlitlM.
Cnuntj
City
tr4
larpal
Indiana man, but tney can ueuer
Tt LtriMt Nnr Mmlc Clrcattflaa.
to have him Becretly than openly
Clmihttaa.
Mflm
Nrthw
lirrnt
hostile, so they fret and chafe, but
t n
i
are careful not to throw down any- - k nail orvmtsubscription:
tl.OO thin
bi ajwmnca
that might be mistaken for a
J
PMt W Mil U.par a.mth
gauntlet.
yaar
on
HmUi ar
mmfm

CITIZEN.

EVENING

kH H
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INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IP YOU WANT help of any kind, or
any Kina, pnone
of
employment
Both Parties Made Glad.
Otlly by Carrier, 60c per month
call or write Abraham's EmployMr. Roosevelt's letter to Represent
ment office, 120 West Silver aveBrvmra CmriK will ba dalhmnd In tha ative Watson of Indiana praising the
atar at taa tow rata of K ranta pr waak. or for
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
work of the present congress has
aaata par bmbui. wnaa paw mommy.
379; Colorado, 289.
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
Automatic,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
brought Joy Into both political camps.
Application
Known
on
REWAREHOUSE
ilTirtlilng Rttei lade
AND
SALARIES
congressmen
are
joy
republican
WANTED.
The
. .
..
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
...a..- rw. l.anf
nooseveuIi. tJ. IT
by noMfyhir t
because tne n
mm aanfar a fa
WANTED A boy for general
$200. Loans are quickly made and
ef tha papar.
diataly aa any
has been placed upon them and ineir
work. The Maze.
strictly private. Time: One month
go home O tneir
lattara ana nmittanraa ahotild ba addraaaad to doings, end they Can
saie,
hand
second
1
small
WAN
A
ED
to one year given. Goods remain In
I
say,
una
net:,
nu""
Canaan miurniim wimhi. uraiia. constituents ana
must be cneap. Address J. A., citi- your possession. Our rates are reasonkaaka. aoateffiea and axpnwa aionay ordera the president thinks of us. mere ism.
aa rf'i aajraDia to tne araar ex ua
zen office.
able. Call and see us before borrow
any doubt that tiw Roosevelt letter
aar.
.
e
A good woman cook xo ing.
WANTED
tremendous intluence
will prove
PHARMACY
HIGHLAND
TITTC HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
cook only one meal a day. uooo
to the return of a republican
Colorado I"!
Aarfomsfle I S3
cook. Steamsfaln tickets to and from all
wages. Must be first-clamajority to the next house.
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ular point In his epistle, he Is making
Clarkson and Klelnow.
the application, which, when connectWestern League.
ed with the foregoing, he exhibits to
At Lincoln
R. H E. them fully, the whole gospel 'econ"
3 6 2 omy.
Lincoln
Paul's Letter to the Romans is
2 13
0 a production that for moral grandeur,
Pueblo
Batteries: Zackert, Eyler and Zln-ra- brevity, strength of expression, etc.,
Henley and Rennlcker.
stands without a rival. Rome was
R. H.E. the metropolis of the world at that
At Omaha
1
7
Des
Moines
time, which, no doubt, gave impetus
......3
Graham Knocked a Home Run.
0 2 1 to the mind of the great Apostle, to
Omaha
Batteries: Manske and Dexter; make this production, touching at althing Johnny Jacoby did was to tear
most every imoprtant point, regarding
off a long one into the right field. Dodge and Bender.
R. H. E. life and salvation, making a specialty
Second game
Harry Jacoby followed with a bunt
1
5 10
of the law, both the moral and the
hit. The little bingle was such a sur- Omaha
0 2 2 civil; claiming for the civil, as well as
prise that the town boys were taken Des Moines
Gil-len the moral, divine origin.
Batteries: Sanders and Bender;
We would
wholely unawares and the stunt workinfer, from his argument liere, that his
and Wolfe.
ed beautifully, putting Harry on the
R. H.E. purpose was. to gain Just as far as
At Sioux City
initial sack and Johnny around to
3
8
0 possible, a nrominent ulacp fnr hia
,
third. Chamberlain struck out, but Sioux City
0 6 2
..wm..q nuu miuua
.u
a
Medena got a hit and the Jacobys tal- Denver
Batteries: Newlin and Hess; Engie people, belonging to the leading city
lied two scores. Acosta hit to Corhan
of the world. "Let every soul be subot Bhort and started a double play, re- and Weigardt.
R. H. E. ject unto the high powers. For there
Second game
sulting In the death of both Medena
8 12 4 is no power but of God:
The powers
Sioux City
and Acosta.
2 that be ordained of God."
4 10
Two runs for a starter looked pretty Denver
The Exhortation to Obey the Law:
Batteries:
Jackson and Freese;
good, but It was all a fantastic dream.
That Paul exhorts us to obey the
The Brownies had a bunch up their Paige and Weigardt.
rulers and magistrates of the country
sleeve, and when the bunch was out
in which we live in unmistakably clear,
American Association.
the sum total for the half inning was At Kansas City
no one would certalnl doubt. Not for
eight runs. To keep apace with the Kansas City
2 the sake of the officer so much as for
Texans the first two Browns hit safe- Columbus
1 the sake of the office, as the appointed
ly. The third got to first on an error
ordinance of God. The wisdom of this
At Minneapolis
and the fourth cracked out another Minneapolis
3 appointment is seen in the fact, that
hit. As the town boys began gallop- Louisville
2 it gives the Christian an opportunity
ing home the grand stand groaned in
to obey and respect the officer In his
At St. Paul
sympathy for the boys from the south. St. Paul
2 official capacity, regardless of his perTh fifth one got a base on another Indianapolis
0 sonal charcter, because of the office
error and the sixth got another binhe holds being of divine origin. Were
Milwaukee
At
gle. Then number seven got a base Milwaukee
1 it not for this provision, it would be
by the default of the second baseman. Toledo
6 to hazard life itself
to become a
The eighth flew out to left field, then
Cnristlan, because there are many of
r.
Gallegos had to knock a
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
God's children who would die, as many
The way those Brownies came scamhave done in other days, before they
pering home was simply awful. The
National League.
would be forced by wicked men at all.
next two went out.
R. H.E. But, since It Is the will of God, that
At Cincinnati
Then both teams settled down to Cincinnati
5
9 2 we "Render unto Coesar the things
7 9 2 which are Caesar's,"
their work. For the next four in- New York
(Caesar's benings the best the town boys could
Batteries: Hall and Schlel; McGin-nit- y cause God has ordained it), it bedo was to get a man to third base,
comes a real pleasure to the Christian
and Bowerman.
while the Texans by digging In made
R. H.E. to obey these men, In their official
At' Chicago
two runs in the third inning and one Chicago
7 11 0 capacity.
A unlversad necessity for
i nthe fifth Then the Browns took an- Boston
0 4 3 for such government has been clearly
other fall out of Rokahr, the Pass
Moran; demonstrated by the fact that almost
Taylor
Batteries:
and
City pitcher, and three (.nig, coupled Young and Needham.
any form of government has been
with two errors, netted taree runs. It
found to be better than no ogvern-ment- .
At St. Louis St.
was at this stage that Graham slam- game postponed on account of wet
That one man is made to rule
med out a home run. The Browns grounds.
the other, officially, Is in harmony
made four more runs In the seventh
with the teachings of the Bible, and
Is also in keeping with many cenand closed in the eighth by two men
Western League.'
striking out and one flying to short.
R. H.E. turies of past experience and observaAt Omaha
By hard work El Paso scored two runs Omaha
5 10 3 tion, cannot well be denied.
It has
in the seventh and one in the ninth. Pueblo
2 8 2 been shown, that wherever a
ruler
has
Of the eight runs made by the visitors
been
Gondlng;
perseucted
McNeely and
Batteries:
and ignored by
his people, that it has been detrimentJohnny Jacoby got four and Harry Stimmel and Rennlcker.
Jacoby one. Delgado was too light
R. H. E. al to that nation's
Second game
best interest,
to throw to second and the Browns Omaha
7 11 4 whereas,
obedience
to the law,
whatever
1
bag
any
they
time
6 9
wanted Pueblo
filched the
the ruler's personal charmay
acter
Innings:
by
to. Score
have been, has proved to
Batteries: Cornish and Gonding;
be of great help in maintaining the
2
El Paso
Minor and Rennlcker.
nation's
dignity, and in safeguarding
16
Albuquerque ...8
R. H.E.
At Sioux City
Hits, El Paso 10, Albuquerque 15; Sioux City
6 11 3 the nation s highest and best Interest.
These
things are unmistakable proof
Errors, El Paso 7, Albuquerque 5. Lincoln
5 10 4
Batteries: Albuquerque, Gallegos and
Batteries: Corbett and Hess; Mc- that God has reserved to Himself the
right
lo rule, both in heaven and on
McDonald; El Paso, Delgado and Ro- Kay, Eyler, Rogers and Zlnran.
kahr. Umpire, Hale.
R, H. E earth, and, that each office created
At Des Moines
2 7 4 for the good of the people has divine
Des Moines
st. Paul recognized this!
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
1
3 2 oaucuon.
Denver
wnen Ananias, the high priest,
Wolfe;
Cicotte
Batteries:
and
commanded that Paul be slapped in
National League.
Weight and Zalusky. "
R. H.
At Chicago
R. H. E. the face, or rather, In the mouth.
Second game
4
9
Chicago
"God shall
7 10 4 Paul said to him:
Des Moines
thee, thou whited wall." Somesmite
3 10
Boston
one
4 8 6
Denver
who
by, said to Paul: "Revllest
Batteries: Pfeister, M. Brown and
Batteries: Miller and Wolfe; Stei-ch- thou stood
God's high priest?" Then said
Kllng; Lindaman and Needham.
and Zalusky.
rani: "I wist not i,rethprn tDat ne
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
was the high priest: For it is written.
3
9
Cincinnati
American Association.
8
New York
9
At St. Paul First game:
Batteries:
2
Wicker, Tiemeyer and St. Paul
tsiiceil; Matthewson and Bowerman
3
Indianapolis
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
Second game
Pittsburg
8 9
9
St. Paul
Philadelphia
3 9
8
Indianapolis
Batteries:
Lelfleld and Phelps;
At Milwaukee First game:
sparks and Dooln.
Milwaukee
At St. LxjuIs
r. H.g e. Toledo
St. Ixuls
3
Second game
Brooklyn
2
5
Milwaukee
Batteries: Bei'be and Noonuu; Eas- - Toledo
on and Kitter.
At Minneapolis First game:
Minneapolis
American League.
IxniiHville
At Philadelphia-Detr- oit
R. H.E.
Second game
.3 8
Minneapolis
Philadelphia
.4 15
Batteries: Donovan and Schmidt; LoulHville
Waddell, Dygert and Schreck.
DO YOU KNOW
At Washington
R. H. E.
That the day of pianos being a luxury
Washington
4 11
4
Chicago
7 0 has passed, and that they are now a
necessity. If you don't know it call
in at our store, examine our world- famous line of goods, and you will
then understand.
We are sole representatives at Chic.
kerlng & Sons, Everett, Kimball and
other well known makes.
All pianos reduced In nrlca for next
ten days.
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
114 South Second Street.

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

church. Happy will be the official
from thu fhnrrh urhn ffnika Inti 4t ! r.
,
nanus au nis amy, out woe
unto the unfaithful on that day. It
would be better for him that he had
never been born.
The Demand fop Official Purity.
RKV. MOLLIS
The church, thank God, Is being
.awakened to a sense of the dire need
ihou shalt not speak evil of the rulers'01 official purity, and is demanding it
of tae people." No man can live a! today as never before. We give the
Christian who does not ohey the civil church credit for the present demands
laws, and respect those in civil au- for official purity because it Is due her,
thority, for these are ordained of God. since the statement of the Master is
In my Judgment, there Is no test by emphatic: "Ye are the salt of the
which a person's conception of right earth, and the light of the world."
and wrong can oetter be determined, The wisdom ot the age demands it.
than by tnelr willingness to show the The country's highest interest depeople respect for those who are In mands it. God ever demands it, but
under the divine regime it is through
authority.
the church alone that we can enjoy it.
Official Purity:
How soon will we get it? The answer
"The powers that be are ordained to this question Is, Just as soon as a
of God." Ttiat Is, the civil govern- majority of the people want it. No
ment is a divine institution. The au- people want official purity until they
thor! tit a of the state are ordained of are willing to abide by the enforce- D
God, by virtue of their office. Respect ment of laws that are right and
for, and obedWnce to civil govern- This is true of church governmentJust
as
ment, are secured by the command- well. No church will abide by her
ments of God. Hence, the office bear- laws when a majority of her members
er In the state is a minister of God, are
afraid of
themselves. The
and he, too, Is as much called on to principle of aJustice
majority rule is a good
be governer by the divine order, as Is one, because it
the people.
the minister of the gospel. And when By this test we classifies
may
with
tne church awakes to this fact, and in- safety the whereabouts determine
of at least a
sists on as high a standard of morals majority. When a nation
or city is
for their officers in state as for their officially impure we may know
that a
pastors who preach to them, then will majority
of their voters are not in
the land yield abundant frlut every favor of the
enforcement of good laws.
ytar, and the country at large will And file same
holds good with a
abound In prosperity. While men in church.
civil authority should be respected
Obedience to law Is the best criterbecause of the sacredness ot their office, at the same time the sacredness ion for godliness, and this rule will
hold good from the cradle
to the
cf their office places them in a posi- throne.
The child that la obedient to
tion that they cannot afford under
any circumstances, to compromise uie parents has the promise ot long life
dignity of such office. We are told that and has set up a standard if adhered
the first amnassador from England to to that will lead finally to a glorious
China found that he could only obtain future. Obedience is better than sacan audience of the emperor on condi- rifice. While it is proper to obey God
tion of his prostrating himself in his rather than man, yet it is practicable
presence. The thought was Inadmis- to obey man as well as God, when
sible, because the honor of England man's orders are not countermanded
would be compromised. He rteurned by God's, for the power given the civil
home without even presenting his cre- officer has its source in God. "For
dentials, and his king and country ap- theere is no power but of God. A life
proved the conduct of 1nelr ambassa- of obedience along proper lines will
dor.
Tne thought is one of dignity Insure any one an abundant entrance
and responsioillty, and should serve Into the kingdom of God. "When the
to keep each officer from compromis- roll is called up yonder."
ing the dignity of his office. "It Is a
MY DAD.
fearful tning to fall into the hands of
the living God," says St. Paul. And .. (By Truman Roberts Andrews.) ..
the man who falls into the hands of Huh! Mebbe I don't know all 'at is,
God as an officer in this world, has
An' mebbe I ain't so tall.
Indeed had conferred on him a high An' mebbe I ain't but 8 years old
and a responsioio position. An office,
Er goln' ter be nex" fall
the sacredness ot which, if desecrated But. what's the dlffer'nce. I don't see,
to unholy purjposes, as is often done,
Ef I'm Jes' but a lad,
by taking the name of God In vain,
I'm growln' I hev got
iy saturating the system with liquor,
My Dad.
or by neglecting the duties thereof,
will bring down the wrath of God up- Ef sulhln' comes 'at I can't do.
on hlmfor Paul says. Just a little
Why that don't hafter mean
furtner on In his argument:
"Our That it ain't goln ter be did
God is a consuming fiVe."
Ef it oughter been.
Going to Judgment
With Official Er ef I'm scared, er ef I'm hurt,
Er ef I'm feelln' sad,
Title: The titles Judge, governor,
colonel, major, and the liice, either of I reck'n it's all right; fer thar's
My Dad.
which is a boon to any man If faithfully won and should be appreciated
as such. It must make a man in this Why ma's a womern, I'm er boy,
An' ef we was alone
world feel good, who bears any official title, and Is so honored by the We might feel sorter scared ter live
People. And, If faithfully won,
Though I ain't squeechln' none.
will
no doubt make him feel still itbetter But now, why me an ma Jes sings
for having it. when he shall appear
An 'smiles 'cause we're so glad
at the Judgment bar of God. But If 'At God knowed what we'd need, an'
not honestly won, he will wish on that
sent
day that ue had never heard of it, for
My Dad.
the very title itself will weigh like a
The American Magazine.
mill stone about his neck, and he will
no doubt, exclaim, as he runs and
R. C. Creswell, the proprietor of the
cries for rocks and mountains to fall largest livery and feed stable in Wins-low- ,
upon him. to hide from
passed through the city yesterday
the race of the
judge that sits uponthe throne.
morning on train No. 2 hurrying to
Would to God that I had never been the ledside of his mother, who Is 111
elected to office, while la the world at Plnevllle, Arkansas.
But for that. I might have escaped."
The temptations that come to officials
Indian Pile
ft Dr. Williams'
through their office have damned
win cure Itllud,
jumimoni
meeUln ' and lulling
many. But. on the other hand,
will
.
itmwirwLniiunioni.
be a source of great comfort to it
allays the llctllux t once, acta
those
us a noultlr.a. iriva In.t.ni
who have won the victory over
the
llef. Ir. Will turns' Indian Pile
world, the flesh and the devil, to be
lHnrnnarnd fnr Pit..
lt..t.
able to carry with them an official
log of lu private parts. Kvrry box Is
ny amtrKiiiis, Xij niall on
wurmnirii.
itle honestly won, when they go into
Ml cents nl SI. Ml.
of prli-oUfltMlMS
Judgment. And, what is true of
MANUFACTURING
CO.. Props,. Cleveland,
state in this respect, is also true the
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN & SON.
of

"SAINT PAUL AND THE LAW"
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takes away that tired look
from a lady's Ciee after the house-woris done, dives her complexion a refined
j;low and velvety smoothness which dek

fies detection. It is not a cosmetic, but
a delightfully cleansing ami lieautifying
liquid which works with Nature to put
a woman's f.ice at its best.

and he prepares for the
showers!
which are so liable to follow. So it
should he with every household. Dys- miery aiarrnooa and cholera morbus
may attack some member cf the home
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedv, whlc'd
H tae best knwn medlc'ae for Jhesej
diseases, should always be kept at '
hand, as immediate treatment Is necessary, and delay may prove fatal. For
sale by all druggists.
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DEALERS IN

We keep everything in

stock, to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for

J03. 8oHLIT2,

WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOUIS A. B. C.

BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard brands ot whiskies
too numerous to motion.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article aa received by us from the best, Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
issued o aeaiera oniy.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

-

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

H

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Roofing

First and Marquette

Alboqacrcjoe, New Mexico

kok
AS A SPECIAL

INDUCEMENT

1

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
$21.00., Terma, $5 cash and 4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Cm Range, No.
$22.50.
Terma, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for flva months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each pi.rchaaer of a range will
he given, free, one year's suoscrlp-iio- a
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will te closed after
Monday, August 20th.
62-1-

25-1- 6,
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CORNER 4th AND GOLD

00OsOI oaocccoo
J. H. O'REILLY & CO.

DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

ASK ANY

'

& EAKIN,

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

i

:.;i:e to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
i 'rent
at reasonable rates. You may do your own cook-- :
:.;
; zxy
your
lr.eals at the restaurant.
5.t

Vl

Liquor Co.

: WHOLESALE

.

i.!.

Bathing

Treasurer.

Successors to
and BACHECHI A GIOMI.

MELINI

Olnt-me-

CORONAOO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

lining

Consolidated

u
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J

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

'

CORONABO TENT CITY

wKe Ha- - While the un Shines."
mere is a lesson In tho
nt ths
thrifty farmer. He knows that the1
tTisrtit sunshine may last but a dav

J. D. Eakln, President.
G. Gloml, Vice President

ult-iii-

Hagan's
Magnolia
Balm

First National Bank Building

,

Fishing

Music

ding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
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advertise In the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
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SIMPLIFIED SPELLING AS
ADOPTED BY PRESIDENT

nd Weekly.

The Citizen Publishing Company

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

GETS WORSE DAILY
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At a meeting of the New York city bonrd of public
superintendents held on June 18, at which City
Superintendent William H. Maxwell and Associate Su
perintendents George S. Davis, Andrew W. Edson, Clar
REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE .MEETING
Headquarters Republican Territorial Central Committee, ence E. Meleney, Thomas 8. O'Brien. Edward B. Shallow,
Edward U Stevens and John H. Wtalsh were present,
Santa Fe. N. M, AugURt 16, 1906.
A meeting of tbe members of the Territorial Repubwere unanimously
following report
W. T. McCR EIGHT,

W. 8. 8TRICKLER,

Business Manager.

President.
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SPELLING

The adoption by President Roosevelt of the simplified method of spelling, proposed by the board of that
name, has done more to draw public attention to this
latest effort to reform the spelling of English than could
be done by the action of any other one man.
It ought to be stated in passing that to speak of
this movement as Carnegie's is inaccurate. He did not
originate it nor does he supervise It. It attracted his
attention; he approved It; and he has agreed to Biipply
the funds essential to Its success. The men In churge
of the reform are among the leading English scholars of
of
this country. Nor do they propose a phonetic planover
spelling, such as is employed In shorthand, and
which some newspaper critics have tried to grow funny.
In the adjoining column The Citizen publishes a
partial list of the scholars engaged In the work, together
with the list of 300 words, upon the simplified spelling
of which they have thus far agreed. It is this list which
the president has adopted, as did the publlp school board
of New York city, some, two months ago. These words
are spelled in two or more ways in standard dictionaries
and the Board of Simplified Spelling has recommended
the general use of the simpler spelling.
No doubt the board will gradually enlarge their list,
for the spelling of English is the most contradictory, irregular, nonsensical and utterly Incomprehensible to be
found in all civilized languages. Nobody can spell In
this country, outside of a few teachers and the printing fraternitjs and among the latter there are several
different and contradictory styles.
Professor W. W. Skeat or Cambridge university,
England, declared recently that all the scientific arguments are on the side of those who want to reform English spelling, because the language as at present spelled
is full of the most abBurd contradictions, warranted
neither by history nor by common sense.
The National Educational association several years
ago adopted simplified spellings, and these spellings are
now used in various newspapers and periodicals and by
thousands who are pledged to them In their private letters. The simplification of spelling, they argue, has
been going on for years, for was not "almanac" once
spelled "almanack," and did not music have a final "k,"
as also did public, and many similar words? Who now
spells plow as plough, or savior with u before r? Many
people now use technic instead of technique, program
for programme, catalog for catalogue and tho for
though. The board will try, through organized effort,
to "make English a better instrument for the hundreds,
of millions who will have to use our language before the
end of the twentieth century." Individuals eerywbere
will be urged to adopt the simple spelling.

'' "

,

,

If you meet a man from Arizona who boasts of bis
Bchool system over there, says tho New Mexican, tell
him that dollar for dollar New Mexico collects and
spends once and a half as much on schools s Arizona
does. Tell him that building for building New Mexico
education institutions and school houses are one and a
half times as numerous as those in Arizona, and that the
people of New Mexico have invested nearly
Qt a million, dollars more In educational buildings
than those of ArUona.
Tell him that building for building, New Mexico
has twice as many churches as Arizona, and that town
for town New Mexico can match Arizona with modern
Amei-lcatowns, and have more than
good-size- d
towns and villages left over, and
twenty-fiv- e
all this without counting any of the Mexican towns and
villages.
Tell him that New Mexico has about $100,000,000
worth of constructed railroads to Arizona's $70,000,000.
That this territory has more than twice as many sheep
as Arizona and three times aa many cattle and Angora
goats. That the Sunshine territory contains millions of
acres of coal to Arizona's thousands, and that it produces over two million tons of coal a year, while Arizona
produces none. Counting every possible dollar, Arizona
owes nearly a million dollars more than New Mexico,
although it hasn't more than half the population.
Finally, tell him it makes the people of New Mexico
statehood papers, the poltired to have the anti-Joiiticians and the corporations of Arizona boast "on wind."
Tell hiin that his territory today has not within its borAmerican
ders a hundred thousand people of
blood, that his territory has not to exceed 175,000 people.
all told, and that of those alout 30,000 are Indians, and
30,000 are "Mexicans," so called. Tell him that if he will
take the greater registers of Arizona and- - look over the
names in the different counties he will find that of the
d
are foreign
"Americans" more than
era from Italy, Austria, Hungary and other
European countries who are more or less illiterate, and
who came or were brought out by Arizona a corpoia
tions to work the mines.
Jf the Arizona man whom you meet and talk to de
sires any more points of differences in favor of
let Imu come and see for himself. Seeing is
blieving.
rs

n

nt

ed

one-thir-

non-Engli-

,

According to the Arizona Star Governor Kibbey lias
done a signal service for statehood in showing the tax
dodgers that government from Washington in the future
means something more than successfully dodging taxes.
This government from Wellington isn't such a bad
thing after all. This Is what the Cochise county press
has been howling for. They say they want to hold onto
it. Well, gentlemen, all right, but you can't repeal the
board of equalization. Not a bit of it. That is a link of
government from Washington. This bonrd of equalization has Just increased Arizona's taxable 'property by
about $15,000,000 of assessment.
Thornton has announced himself as
"ardently In favor of Joint statehood, believing that
through tbe prejudices of the senators und members of
congress fiom the eastern Btates it will be impossible
for the territory to obtain single statehood for many
years to come and joint statehood is the only thing that
can bring us continuous prosperity." This Is certainly a
M. A.
to the views of our other
good set-oOtero, who Is ardently opposed to Joint statehood.
ff

orro Chieftain: Judging by the number of leading Soooriy county democrats who have recently come
over to the republican fold, there will be a republican
majority in the 'county this fall big enough to bury every
democratic officer seeker beyond all hope of resurrection.
S

'Resolved, That the board of superintendents be,
and It hereby Is, tequested to Investigate the suggestion
of the simplified spelling board that certain shorter
forms of words already authorized by good usage be
used, and to report to the board of education whether
in Its Judgment it would be advisable to permit teachers
and pupils to use all or some of such authorized forms
specified in the simplified spelling board's announcement
of March 21. 1906."
In compliance with the request contained in the
foregoing resolution the board of superintendents has
considered the proposition that certain shorter forms of
words already authorized by good UBage be recommended for the use of teachers and pupils in the public
schools.
At a meeting of the board of superintendents held
on May 15 Professor Brander Matthews, chairman of the
simplified spelling board; Colonel Charles E. Sprague
and Commissioner John Greene were heard In favor of
authorizing the use in the public schools of this city of
the Bimpler form of spelling some 300 common words
now spelled in twe or more ways.
At a meeting of the board of superintendens held
on June 14 the committee on course of study, libraries,
text books and supplies presented a report, from which
the following are extracts:
"The movement to simplify English spelling, does
not Involve any radical steps. It aims to secure the
general adoption of the simpler spelling of two forms
when two forms are authorized.
"For many years the tendency among good writers
and scientific bodies has been to simplify the spelling
of English words. The National Educational association
some years ago formally adopted a list of twelve simpli
fied spellings. These spellings have been followed by
some of the best educational papers and magazines.
"Your committee, after considering the various ar
guments advanced In favor of simplified spelling, Is disposed to recommend that the list suggested by the sim
plified spelling board be authorized for use in the public
schools of this city."
After a very careful consideration of the report, the
following resolution was adopted:
"Resolved, That the spelling of the 300 words listed
by the simplified spelling board be recommended for
use in the schools of this city."
The words listed by the simplified spelling board
and referred to in the foregoing resolution are aj fol
lows:
Abridgment, accouter, accurst acknowledgment, ad- drest, adz, afflxt, altho, anapest, anemia, anesthesia, anesthetic, antlpyrln, antitoxin, apothem, apprize, arbor,
archeology, ardor, armor, artlzan, assize, ax. .
Bans, bark, behavior, blest, blusht, brazen, brazier,
bun, bur.
Caliber, caliper, candor, carest, catalog, cate
chize, center, chapt, check, checker, chimera, civilize,
clamor, clangor, clapt, claspt, cllpt, clue, coeval, color,
colter, comrnlxt, comprest, comprize, contest, controller,
coquet, criticize, cropt, croBt, crusht, cue, curst, cutlas,
,
cyclopedia.
Dactyl, dasht, decalog, defense, demagog, demeanor,
deposit, deprest, develop, dieresls, dike, dipt, discust,
dispatch, distil, dlstrest, dolor, domicll, draft, dram,
drest, drlpt, droopt, dropt, dulness.
Ecumenical, edllo, egis, enamor, encyclopedia, en
deavor, envelop, Eolian, eon, epualet, eponym, era,
esophagus, esthetic, esthetics, estlvate, ether, etiology,
exorcize, exprest.
Fagot, fanta9m, fantasy, fantom, favor, favorite, fer
vor, fiber, flxt, flavor, fulfil, fulness.
Gage, gazel, gelatin, gild, gipsy, gloze, glycerin,
good-bgram, grlpt.
Harbor, harken, heapt, hematin, hiccup, hock. Home
opathy, homonym, honor, humor, husht, hypotenuse.
Idolize, imprest, Instil.
'
Jail, Judgment.
,
Klst,
Labor,, lacrimal, lapt, lasht, leapt, legalize, license,
licorice, liter, lodgment, lookt, lopt, luster.
Mama, maneuver,' materialize, meager, medieval,
.
molt,
meter, mist, miter, mlxt, mold, molder, rnolu..-mullen.
Naturalize, neighbor, niter, nipt.
Ocher, odor, offense, omelet, opprest, orthopedic.
paleolithic, paleontology, paleozoic,
Paleography,
t.
paraffin, parlor, partizan, past, patronize pedagog,
phenlx, phenomenon, pigmy, plow, polyp, pos- sest, practise verb and noun), preflxt, prenomen, preBt,
pretense, preterit, pretermit, primeval, profest. program,
prolog, propt, pur.
Quartet, questor, quintet.
Rancor, rapt, raze, recognize, reconnoiter, rigor,
rime, ript, rumor.
Saber, saltpeter, savior, scepter, septet, Bepulcher,
sextet, silvan,- - Blmitar, Bipt, skilful, slthe, sklpt, sllpt.
smolder, snapt, somber, Bpecter, Bplendor, stedfast, stept,
stopt, Btrest, strlpt, Bubpena, succor, suflixt, sulfate, sul
fur, sumac, supprest, surprize, Byuonym.
Tabor, tapt, teazel, tenor, theater, tho, thoro, thoro-far- e,
thoroly, thru, thruout, tipt, topt, tost, transgrest,
trupt, tript, tumor.
Valor, vapor, vext, vigor, vizor.
Wlagon, washt, whlpt, whisky, wilful, winkt, wisht,
wo, woful, woolen, wrapt.
'Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM H. MAXWELU
Chairman Board of Superintendents.
Attest: THOMAS E. UUSSBY. Secretary Hoard ot
Superintendents.

'
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three-quarte-

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

(Continued From Page One.)
day has produced such a feeling of H
resentment at f'eterhof that the specter of dictatorship has been revived.
The government, it Is claimed, can
only rely on force to fight the terrorists.
and resolution
the
Police Still at Fault.
Tho police have made hundreds of
adopted:
arrests since Saturday In an attempt
New York, June 18, 1906.
to get their hands upon the organizers and participants in what Is eviTo the Board of Education:
a powerful and far reaching
There was presented to the board of suuperlntend- - dently
conspiracy, but ths far they have
ents, at a meeting held on April 17, the following reso- been unable to secure the threads
lution, which was adopted by the board of education at necessary to. enable them to unravel
the! skein.
a meeting held on April 11:
school

lican Central Committee of New Mexico la hereby called
to assemble at tbe Commercial Club In the city of
at 10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday,
September 5, 1906, for the purpose of tailing and setting
a day for the meeting of the republican conventionconto
ninnte a candidate for delegate to the Sixtieth
gress of the United States and to transact such other
business as may properly come before tne meeting. cltl-teProxies nill not be recognized unless held by
of the same county of which the member who gives
the jroxy is a resident.
Everv member of the committee Is urgently re
quested to be present In person, as matters of great
moment to the people of the territory ana xo mo republican party w ill be discussed, considered and disposed of.
H. O. BURSUM, Chairman.
CHARLES V. SAFFORD, Secretary.
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Members of the Simplified Spelling Board
under Matthews, professor in Columbia university,
chairman; E. Benjamin Andrews, chancellor of the Uni
versity of Nebraska; O. C. Blackmer, Chicago; David J.
Brewer, justice of the supreme court of the United
Siatesf Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia
university; Andrew Carnegie, New York; haniuel I
Clemens, New York; Melvll Dewey, lately director of
the New York Slate library, Albany, N. Y.; Isaac K.
Funk, editor and publisher of the Standard dictionary;
Lyman J. Gage,
of the treasury, New York;
Richard Watson Gilder, editor of the Century magazine;
WJlllam T. HarriB. commissioner of education, Wash
liiKloii, D. C; George Hempl, professor in the University
of Michigan; Thomas Went worth JUgglnson, Cambridge,
Mass.; Henry Holt, publisher. New York; William
James, professor in Harvard university; David Starr
Jordan, president of U'.aiid Stanford university; Thomas
Francis A
R. Imnsbury, professor in Yale university;
I March, professor In Iifayette college; William W. Mor
row, united siaies circuit lunge, ban fiancisco; iimun
H. Seerley. president o fthe State Normal school. Cedar
Fails. Iowa; Benjamin E. Smith, editor of tho Century
dictionary. New York; Charles E. Sprague, president of
the Union Dime Savings institution, New York; Calvin
Thomas, professor In Columbia university; E. O. YaiUr
Chicago; William Hayes Ward, editor of the Independ
ent, New York; Robert S. Woodward, president of the
Carnegie Institution; Charles P. G. Scott, etymological
editor of the Century dictionary, New York, secretary
Mi

DEATH

SHERIFF

OF

CHITON'S

MOTHER

MORE PARTICULARS OF THE
MISE OF A GOOD WOMAN
AT GALLUP.

DE-

The remains of Mrs. Coddington,
mother of Sheriff Harry Coddington,
whose death occurred at Gallup, were
brought to this city and last Saturday morning were buried In Fairview
cemetery.
The Gallup Republican in Its article
covering her death printed the following:
Tflursday, Mrs. Coddington, mother
of Sheriff Harry Coddington, died after suffering through a protracted Illness. Grandma Coddington as she
was lovingly called by all who knew
her, had been 111 for many months,
everything that could be done to relieve her sufferings and to restore
her to health was done but nothing
could keep the good woman in life any
longer and her spirit went to Its reward.
Mrs. Coddington had lived an absolute Christian life and spent much of
her time doing good and kind acts
for others and she will be greatly
missed by all her friends and every
one In Gallup was a friend of Grand
ma coddington. ror years sne nad
lived with her son Harry and while
he Is a man grown she always thought
of him and treated him as ber boy and
ho returned her loving care in a way
that made her very proud of him and
in a way that made her life very
pleasant during its last years.
Friday morning funeral services
were held in the Congregational
church, Rev. Heatd officiating. The
services were very largely attended by
Gallup people. The body was taken to
Albuquerque for burial beside the re
mains of another son who went before
her some years ago. One of the
touching things of the last few days of
consclenceness of Mrs. Coddington
was her intense patriotism for her
country, it was one of her requests
that she be burled with, a flag, the
emblem for which her nearest relatives fought when their country needed tnem.
The sineerest sympathy is extended
to the son who Is left: to mourn the
loss of tne kindest and best friend he
can ever know. -

ALAM0G0RD0

A Word to Mothers
Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoats tor small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2? to 1 7 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

Good Reasons
Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

petitors.
First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

Fourth.

DISASTROUS

business for the past
and how to buy.

dispatch from Alamogordo states
that at 3 o'clock yesterday morning
fire destroyed the warehouse of J. H.
Laurie of that place and also the
warehouse ot t- -e R. H. Pierce com
pany, entailing a loss on the former
of $2,000 and on the latter of 13,000,
something over $1,500 being carried In
Insurance on the latter. The former
was partly Insured also.
A

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Joseph Warwick, a driver for E. W.
the feed dealer at 602 South
First street, was injured In a runaway-SaturdaHe fell from a
afttnoon.
load ot hay, striking the railroad
tracks, winch he was crossing at the
time, and was rendered unconscious
for an hour. It is not thought he was
very seriously injured.
Mrs. Mabel 1'homas, a sister of Mrs,
W. L. Garrlott and T. P. Fowler of this
city, and G. H. Goodrich, a well known
local contractor, were united In marriage Saturday night in the presence
of a few friends, Rev. J. M. Sollie
The newly wedded pair are
at home to their many friends at .10
South Hroadway.
The New Mexican Bays: Professor
Fayette A. Jones, mining engineer,
with residence in Albuquerque, left
Santa Fe tnis evening for the Duke
City. Mr. Jones has recently made
examinations of placer gold fields in
the Chains river valley and of mining
claims near Cerillos. He states that
things are very quiet et Chama.
Attaches of tue united States mar
shal's office here deny that Maxlmill
ano Tafoya. arrested at Raton last
week on a charge of violating the Ed
nui mis act, is suspected of being im
plicated in the postoffiee robbery at
Taos some time ago. Tafoya is in Jail
at Santa Fe awaiting trial at the next
term of the United States court at
Taos.
Wednesday afternoon at Gal
lup, Miss Myrtle Kreamer was united
in marriage to Alfred Plnson.
The
bride Is a daughter of, Mr. nnd Mrs.
,
iiiwiui iuniutr, mm w as iuoi a 111
this city, removing to Gallup when
her parents took up their residence
there. Mr. 1'iuson is a nephew of
Thomas Hindi, the hotel keeper of
Gallup.

ahead in the world by saving a
part of his wages and putting It In
the bank for' safe keeping.
He learned early In life to make
the best of himself; to Improve his
time; to work earnestly; to have a
surplus from his wages and to save
that surplus by putting It into 'he
bank.
His savings grew and later on
when the opportunity came to
make a good Investment, he was
prepared.

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

if
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l Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

BUILDS

NEW

MEXICO

keep the quality of our bread

op to the highest.
by using

This is possible

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

COMMERCE

We Keep It Up
We

detail-wh- ere

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

Fee,

--

have

'a Common, SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

everyday sort of a chap

COMPANY.

twenty-fiv- e

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

FIRF with no "poll" whatever has forged

DESTROYS WAREHOUSE OF J.
LAURIE AND R. H. PIERCE

.We

f
nten in
years understand it in every
T-

Many

HAS

M. MAMDEILIL

Fine Oothlng and
Furnishings

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

Set Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.

I New Mexico

000Osft000

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

Los Angeles, Calif.
not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and attention to
guests is a pleasure to us.
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread. HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
LOCATION
PIONEER BAKERY,

CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

207 SOUTH riRUT BTRKKT.

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

P.MATTEUCCI

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

DEALER IM
and ChildWomen's
Men's,
Fine
Shoes
ren's

THE BEST IN TOWN

First Cliss Repairing a Specialty
All Work Guaranteed
Btrmmt
No. 103 North

rirat

Per Gallon

Adams & Dilgard

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.

-

-

-

$J.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

FARM
LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
Red

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Aug. 27. Cattle receipts,
2!,000; market, steady. Beeves, $3.85
C.S0; cows and heifers, $1.40(5 5.25;
,
Blockers and feeders, J2.40W4.30;
$3.i;.V- 4. Mi; western, $3.00
5.25;

Colo.

92.

Tex-ans-

-

calves, J5.0u7.75.
Sheep receipts 24.000, market weak
to 10 cents lower. Sheep, $3.50(j 5.0";
minus,

1m

!

S.UU.

i

Funeral Directors

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Aug. 27. Cattle re; market
steady. Native Embalming Is Our Specialty
ceipts, J2.
sisters, $1 uofij 0.30; southern Meem,
cows, $2.00fa
J2.tl5ft 4.1X1; southern
S.5o; native cows and heifers, $2.0fi Cor, Fifth Street and Railroad Ae.
5.00; Blockers
and feeders. J2.504J Colo, phone, Black, 298.
Auto., 152.
4.5ii; bulls. $2 104(3.25; calves. J3.00if
7.00; western steers, $i.5ui& (J.oO; westA Citizen Classified td is a good
investment.
ern cows, J2.0utj 4.00.

o

P. M. DAVIS

c

Agent For

The Mills Novelty Company
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amuse- me'ut nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;

f

N. M.

y

large profits on small Investment, investigation invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216
South Second Street, Albuquerque,

O0OC000O00O000O

t
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prominent part in the effort to turn
delayed by the insurance companies,
convicts. They
back the escaping
is now well under way, but it will be ENTRIES FOR IDE
MILL EX
will
captured him and at the point of rea long time before new buildings
volvers drove him beyond the prison
le in course of erection. Many of the
have built temporary
where they released him. He
DERBYDAY RACE walls,
POLICE CIRCLES large firms
TENSION IS OPEN
bears a high recommendation
structures on Van Ness avfrom!
enue, awaiting the rebuilding of busiWarden MeLaughrey. Sample was
have been
employed for four years in the Klmlra
ness houses. Banners
Is by all odds the moat consplo
state reformatory at New York, a porstuck up in front of these places until Have
Been Receivcd--uous piece of furniture in your
List tion of the time as assistant superin Postmaster Hopkins Was First
Another Forger Gets Away they look like pavilions of a fair exdining room; hence, it should
tendent. Alfred Trelford, formerly a
position. The debris of the burned
of Morses and the
combine the
With the
buildings Is being moved by a comcaptain of construction of the federal
Passenger
to
Pay
Fare
Artlstlo With the Useful.
firtantt ot Wirt 1 cavnnivnrlh haa hfinn
pany which has laid tracks through
Owners.
You u xperlence a feeling ot
Victims.
to the Mill.
warden of the New Mexico penltentlry
the streets and alleys and hauls out
satisfaction when you act
for seven months, and it was through
the old brick and twisted steel frames
hostess if your table la a good
with a dinky locomotive.
his efforts that Sample was tendered
one. p it.
WHO WILL
RACE HERE the office.
Mr. Brewer says that It is yet unHE CONFESSED TO LARCENY
CAK TO LEAVE RAItKOAD
Modern or Colonial
known how many Insurance companin
Quartered,
or
Golden
As yet no confirmation has been re- ies will quit business as a result of
Wheathered Oalc, we are confiis not Agricultural College and MeslIIa celved from Santa Fe to the effect Avenue Every Twenty-Fou- r
Thompson Man Who Robbed Baca. the disaster, as the checking upholding
Minyou'll
dent
find our prices for
finished. Some of them are
that Sample has secured the above poValley to Make Joint
"quality furniture nearly at
Several Plain Drunks.
on to see what their losses will be.
utes Until New Cars '
sition.
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
and their continuance will depend on
Exhibit
Other Notes.
for the commonplace.
Arrive.
BUSINESS COLLEGE
whether or not their stockholders will
JOURNAL OUT
raise the money necessary to tide
THERE
ARE
DIFFERENT
GRADES
many,
The new Albuquerque Business ColManager
twenty- - lege
And once again has it been demon- them over. The continuance of
Beginning with 6:2;! o'clock, every
Journal is now ready for the
depends on the new busi- sixth annual McCanna. of the
prices,
different
at
fair
who
strated that for the check swindler companies
association,
has
is
good
but
each
as
furniture as
service
full information morning,
between now and the just returned from a flying trip to mail. It contains
and forger Albuqerque Is a Mecca and ness writtenyear.
will le in vogue dally on the lumber
can be built in its respective line.
Denve rand other Colorado points. alout tuition, courses, etc. Anyone mlil line of the Albuquerque Trac
a parailme. This time Graham Broth- first of the
interested in a practical educa:ion
states that while there he secured a may
ers and the proprietor of the St. Elmo
a copy by sending us their tion company's lines from now until
sufficient number of entries to more name.haveSend
club rooms are the victims, and B. B. NEW BUSINESS FIRM
us the names of any tho arrival of the two new cars which
I
than fill all the races scheduled to
Bouhlen Is the forger, having forged
friends who are or may become inter nave neen oraereu, wnen a oetter sertwo checks, one for $20 on Graham
taxe piace nere during fair week.
vice, with more frequent cars, will be
ested In a business education.
Broilers nnd one ior $30 on the St.
INCORPORATES HERE Chief among the running events will
Our fall term opens next Monday, Inaugurated.
.
be the Albuquerque derby, to be run
Elmo, the checks In each Instance beThe first regular car to be run over
September 3, but you can enter at
Wednesday, September 19. The race any
ing made payable to Boulden and bethe new line went up to the lumber
308-31- 0
all
time.
Address
communicaAve.,
N. AT.
ing signed with the forged signature F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY, WITH ia for a mile and
for a tions to the Albuquerque Business mills Saturday afternoon in charge of
Inpurse
$400. The conditions for the
of
of F. H. Kent, the real estate and
Motor-man
S.
Ray
Conductor
Lonks
and
College, Albuquerque. N. M.
CAPITAL STOCK OF $10,000
derby are as follows: For
surance agent.
Wilgress. Postmaster R. W.
FRED WERNICKE THE
upwards.
and
The checks were dated August 25
to
Hopkins was tfce first passenger to
MEMBER.
OTHER
carry 108 pounds;
and read "Pay to the order of Mr. B.
and PUT ARC LIGHTS
pay fare on the new line. Wben the
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initial car reached the lumber mills
incorporation
been
Articles
have
of
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prefixed, Boulden, prior to his sudden
flM TUIDn PIDPIIIT and the Initial ring of a street car bell
departure from the city, did not state. filed with the territorial secretary at 3 pounds penalty; of two races, 5
UN InIKU b nbU
the precincts adjacent to
Santa Fe as published elsewhere in pounds penalty; of three or more
The police are looking for him.
theaenei
the office force of the
today's Citizen for the Incorporating races, 8 pounds penalty.
Beaten
American Lumber company, including
of a new business firm in this city, to
Thompson Bound Over.
September 1, 1906, al- ALBUQUERQUE GAS, ELECTRIC W. P. Johnson, treasurer, J. N. Coffin
since
When No. 7 arrived last night be known as the P. J. Houston com- lowed 5 pounds. If such have started
LIGHT & POWER COMPANY
and ueneral Manager Cowels, were
Thomas Baca, who resides with his pany, In which F. J. Houston is named three or more times and have not
invited aboard by Assistant Manager
SPENDS $145,000 FOR
parents at 1018 John street, left the as president, and Fred Wernicke sec finished first or second, allowed 10
Frank Stortz of the Traction com
Messrs. 'Wernicke pounds. If not first, second or third,
train and reported to the police that
pany for a spin over the line. The
he had been robbed of $29.75 and his and Houston are the chief stockhold allowed 15 pounds.
The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric run was made smoothlv and without
trunn check. He stated that he had ers. The company has a capital stock
The following horses, with the own- Light &
company in keeping A ftil.lAnt
come from Kansas City with a gang of $10,CjO. They will make e a special- ers' names attached, have been en- with theirPower
The new lino is a picturesque il le,
general policy of keeping
of ten men who had shipped out of ty of handling the
tered for the Albuquerque derby race: both plants up to the highest possible when considered from a alghtsfviiig
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Colt
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nnd In way in the grounds of the American
appliances,
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end
office
of
The police started an investigation
case of accident to one circuit the Lumber company for a quarter of a
and each of the party of ten was number of years was with the firm at
The following letter from Luther other two would not be affected in the mllo until it hauls up at the gates to
is well known
searched, the police finally arresting Chicago. Mr. Houston
Foster,
president
of the Agriculture least.
the mill yards proper, which is dione of the gang, Frank Thompson, as a business man here. The new and Mechanic Arts college at Mesllla
The company, on lis two plants, has rectly in front
nd
about twenty
having found $29.85 on his person for company will work not only the city
as well for office ap- Park, relative to an exhibit here dur- spent over $145,000 In the past eight- steps from the general offices of the
which he could not account, he hav- but the territory
ing the fair, has been received by een months on improvements, and lumber company.
ing stated to his companions since pliances and stationery on a wholesale .Manager McCanna:
Manager Downey states that the end
AGENTS
The new line will prove a great
leaving Kansas City that he ' was scale.
"After carefully considering the sit- Is not yet in sight.
convenience to mill employes living in
Mr. Houston arranged the incorporabroke.
the central part of the city and Bar
company and pur- uation at the college and in this val'
In police court this morning tion of the new
elas.
stock, while ley, in connection with the professors
Thompson gave such a very poor ac- chased the necessary
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we A NEW BUILDING
count of how the sum, so near that east recently.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
have decided that we can make a
lost by Baca, came into his possession,
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that be was bound over to await the SENATORS
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fruit and vegetables. If you can secure
701.)
(No.
,
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
action of the grand Jury in the sum
a car for us as you have formerly-doneof $250.
free of expense. I am not cerDepartment of the Interior, United
At a late hour this afternoon, after
ANNEXATION PLAN tain through what course this was se- SISTER ALEXANDER
State Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
LETS CONsweating the prisoner for quite a
presume your former seccured,
but
August 23, 1906.
TRACT FOR A NEW $25,000
while. Chief of Police McMillin seretary or president can give you the
BUILDING TO BE ERECTGO. 117 Gold Avenue
cured a confesslou from Thompson, A ROSWELL CORRESPONDENT AT- information. 1 would be glad to learn
Notice Is hereby given that the folloED AT ONCE.
who acknowledged that he saw the
wing-named
as
possible
soon
as
can
if
filed
claimant
ANNEX
this
notice
matter
TO
has
TEMPTING
PECOS
pocketbook sticking out of Baca's hip
be arranged, for in case it can, we
his intention to make final proof
VALLEY TO TEXAS.
Sister Altxander. sunerlor of the St. of support
pocket and couldn't resist the temptaor his claim under sections
in
would bring the Mesilla valley ex- Joseph's sanitarium,
has
A.
W.
tion to steal it. He was sent to the
let
to
Don't Dispute with
IS
17 of the act of March 3, 1891
and
likely
in
hibit
it,
to
is
it
be
much
and
Woman,
special
to
dispatch
Roswell
from
A
Anson,
the contractor, a contract for (2G Stats., 854), as
county Jail to await the action of the
larger
by
transportawould
it
if
be
amended
than
the
of
Republican
under
date
the
Denver
.
the
erection
of
a
$25,000 additional act or
grand jury.
Especially,
if
yon
she
to order
tells
February 21. 1893 (27 StaU.,
August 24, on an alleged proposition tion must be paid. Yours very truly, building, to be of brick and stone, on
aack of
470),
proof
said
will
and
that
FOSTER,
"LUTHER
be
made
Texvalley
annex
country
to
to
Pecos
hospital
the
grounds, work of construc- Grabbed a Woman.
EMPRESS FLOUR.
;.... ' ueiore me unueu states court
President A. & M. College." ft,.- - ,
Jose D. Chavez was arrested Sat as, reads as follows, showing that the
Manager
N.
commissioner
on
excuse, (it you should for
Albuquerque,
Make
commenting
at
McCanna,
so
su nator
not
fancy
approached
'do
be modern, two m., on October
urday night on complaint M tin? Lena
jret the order), that you could not
6,
1900,
viz.:
theMettei'! said that it was a "cinch" Mori
and will be devoted to accomRhodes, who resides on North Third plan:
Chavez,
And it, for every flrst-cUuE.
adminlstrat
gtotm
Several senators expressed them- that the car of exhibits would be on modating the power plant, steam laun- Manuel
street, charged with having grabbed
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill bJwst
letters written to Hon. U. S. hand at the opening of the fair.
dry and heat and water plants for sup- or of the estate of Antonio Jose
the Rhodes woman by the arm and selves in on
find good bread, good biscuits, goal
plying the sanitarium. The first floor Chavez, deceased, for the small hold'
the subject of the annexawith being drunk. Chavez admitted Bateman
There will be a special meeting of will
lng claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
pastry and moat Important ot aJ.
of the southeastern section of
house
engines,
the
storage
toilers,
the latter accusation but said he was tion
lower parade committee, comgood cheer to gTeet you irtieu
II. 2 E.
so drunk he didn't know whether he New Mexico to. Texas In the event the
posed of J. B. Downey, E. L. Wash- bins and heat and water plants. The
come home for your dinner. Try, It
He names the following
grabbed the woman or not. He was that statehood fails. It Is thought Ari- burn and Mr. Edgar, held tonight at second floor will have the laundry to prove his actual continuouswitnesses
adverse
zona will vote for jointure wnen it
EMPRESS FLOUR la tho Empreaa
equipments
thereon.
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given ten days on the rock pile.
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company,
purpose
getting
township,
for
of
viz:
the
Caspar
Milon
Gurule and will ultimately be forced Into the to work directly on this part of the
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M
were fined $5 each in police court this union with the remaining portion of coming fair
A. H. Barkley who was
Benito Armljo, Valencia, N. M.; Po- MORTUARY
morning for being drunk and disor- New Mexico.
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.
llcarpo Sanchez, Peralta, It. M.; Mell-toSenator Hansbrougn, North Dakota, have charge of the parade this year,
derly. Each was trying to take the
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
has arrived In the city from Kansas
proposition
new
entirely
said:
is
"The
other home, in opposite directions, to me. It is decidedly to
Any person who desires to protest
the interest City and will attend the meeting to
Mrs. G. Sanchea de Vigil.
when arrested, and were creating of
against the allowance of said proof,
night. The committee Intends startvote
Arizona
to
for
wtin
Jointure
3
At
o'clock yesterday afternoon at or who knows of any substantial rea
quite a bit of disturbance.
New Mexico; otherwise the people of ing work on the parade early so as to Sanches de Vigil,
widow of the late son
the laws and regulations of
allow all who wish to be represented
will
deprived
Arizona
statehood
be
of
her home in Barelas Mrs. Gertrudltas the under
Other Plain Drunk Cases.
why suco
Interior department
many,
years.
many
Knowing
sit- in the parade with floats or decorated Sanches
the
de Vigil, widow of the late proof should not be allowed will be
James McClellan was drunk Satur- uation as I do if I were In Arizona I carriages or automobiles to have amAnd Careful Dispensing, go to
day and was fined $5 this morning for would
ple time in which to confer with the Don Martin Vigil, of Belen, passed given an opnortunlty at the above- my
jointure
with
advocate
all
away in death, aged 66 years. She mentioned time and place to cross-eThe Busy Little Drog Store
being guilty of such an offense. Man- power.
committee.
uel Sarriana was another plain drunk
amine the witnesses of said claimant,
on display was a member of the well known SanBarkley
placed
J.
H.
has
not
of
Nelson
Minnesota
Senator
is
at
17 West Railroad Avenue
that was fined $5. Tom Ryan, charged prepared to express an opinion.
in the windows of the University ches family of Valencia county and and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
was
many
noted
for
with being a vagrant, went to the
her
characts
of
that submitted bv claimant.
Senator Hopkins of Illinois consid- Heights Improvement company's office ity. Among her surviving sons
chain gang for ten days.
and
OTERO,
MANUEL
ers the move one that will require a number of his samples and was out daughters
Vigil
are
Mrs.
Antonio
de
Register.
today conferring with different parsome thought before a decision.
Vigil
Mrs.
Baca,
Officer Salazar Returns.
Carlota
de
Baca.
Kean of New Jersey thinks ties relative to the flower parade.
Mrs.
a
Try
Manuel-ItOfficer Jose Salazar, attached to theSenator
advertisement.
Emilia
Chaves,
Citizen
Miss
a
want
de
recent action of congress expressVigil, Miss Rosalia Vigil, Eslavio
police headquarters has returned
the views of the majority of the
Vigil, Conrado Vigil and Ellas Vigil.
from Peralta. where he went to at- es
THE
MILLINERY
any
proposiother
members
and
that
117 Wsst Railroad Avanuo.
tend the funeral of his sister-in-laAlbuQueroue to Both Telephones.
The funeral takes place tomorrow at
tion at this time Is not consistent.
every day
9 a. m. from the Sacred Heart church,
Jtmn
Mrs. Felicitas Romero, who died at
Gallinger of New HampSenator
In the week
Los Lunas, across the river from Pe- shire Is not in favor of making the
Interment In the cemetery of St. Jotept Sunday. ci.
HUNTING FOR A
seph.
at
ralta. several days ago, and has re- state of Texas any larger.
CHOICE CIGAR?
sumed his duties on the force.
Andrea
Senator Smoot of Utah would not dPENS
MarkCase of seek no farther. The White
FOR
BUSINESS AT 309
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
express an opinion.
et, 21 1 W. bold
WEST RAILROAD
BREAD and take no other.
AVENUE
Lily fills the bill so completely that
Senator Dryden of New Jersey said
Avenue.
LEIGHTON BENEFIT
WITH BRAND NEW STOCK
he could not answer without careful
It's
a waste of time to lor-- longer.
OF GOODS.
Investigation of the matter.
The
Wilte lily 19 u little dandy-stra- ight
Wyoming
said:
Senator Clark of
WELL ATTENDED
After having spent two months in
tobacco, mild, fragrant and
"Pending a vote on statehood I would
the leading millinery emporiums of '.he
delight to the eye and touch bea
decline to consider the matter."
east from where emenates yearly the
cause of the skilful way It aa rolled
fashions to be in vogue, studying1
NETTING ACTRESS SOME $75
$2 the box of SO; S cents for a single
styles and buying goods for the Mil-- 1
THE PERFORMERS AND
CONNECTICUT MAN HEIR
inery Fashion company, to be located
THEIR STUNTS MADE
sample.
f ':I1$J
at 3o9 West Railroad. Mrs. L. IX
GOOD
H
Krvin,
milliner,
to
the
has
returned
TO NEW MEXICO FORTUNE
A large and apreciative
audience
Aluuquerquo and Is getting ready for
was out last evening at the Casino
fal trade. The Millinery Fashion com-- j
Wt WEST RAILROAD AVENUl
to attend the Lyllian Leighton benepany Is a partnership formed by ... s.
A
(llsialch
performance
by
Conn.,
Waterbury,
from
fit
local talent, the
Ervin and Miss Josephine Poynter,
For prices on fixtures and house-wireindated August 24, says: It was teamed formerly of the Chicago Millinery parproceeds amounting to $75.
through
by
Master Bebber. a very clever" Ju- here today
advertisements
lors.
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
venile amateur, more than made good New Mexico authorities, that Dennis
"Our goods are arriving already,"
Dorsey,
employed
in his comic song selections;
at a local factory, is said Mrs. Ervin to the reporter, "audi
Power and Pumping Plants.
the
Misses Ijopez and Miss Garcia ren- one of six heirs to a fortune of about we hope to
open for trade in a'
$7,uoii,oo()
left by his uncle. Thomas kind of way within a few days, and
dered several mandolin, guitar and
violin selections, singing "I.a Paloma" Ward, who died t n re recently without have our formal opening later just
The telephone makes the
The telephone preserves your
for an encore; J. W. McKenna did a will.
before fair time. I had great success
lighter,
duties
the
cares less,
health, prolongs your life and
bis banjo stunt; Arthur Cavanaugh,
a fine line of goods.
It
the 'village
rendered severto buy goods in the big markets,
lays
and
worries
the
protects your home.
fewer.
LOVERS
AND
LUNATICS
al of the monologues that made
and see how they are made. Tell the
famous, and Joe Scottl asdear public that we'll be open for
sisted in entertaining the (audience,
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
in a few days and don't forget
IN YOUR
HOME
AT
ELKS'
THEATER business
0
Wriyht and Smith, a clever team of
the number 309 West Kallroad avesong and dance boys, did a good stunt,
nue."
and Miss I.elgbton, although suffering
2
from a recent illness, made her ap- AUGUST 30 FIRST BILL OF SEASouth Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
SON TO BE PRESENTED BY
pearance nt the benefit, singing sevCLEVER AMATEURS.
eral songs. She expects to leave the
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
on as she recovers sufficity as
"Lovers
and Lunatics," presented
ciently to prnnt of travel.
by a clever company of amateurs will
Finest Whiskies
be tlie first offering of the season of
1!"t7 at tho Elks' theater, opening
REBUILDING OF ERISCO
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
DISAugust 30. The play, a laughable com- FOR HIS DEPUTY WARDEN
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
D. SAM-PLSAYS
SAMUEL
PATCH
edy. Is to bo presen-efor the benefit
OF LEAVENWORTH,
Methodist church, una AMRLE A NO
0NIYJUST BEGUN ofderthethe Highland
KAS., IS APPOINTED.
direction of Prof. Crum.
0 West Railroad Avenue
Si
CLUB ROOM9
Following is the cast: "Lieut Geo
Thf Tieka, Kas., Journal prints
Richmond. Mr. J. R. Seoul; "Caul.
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
REMOVAL
OF
hi- - following
DEBRIS
DELAYS OI.ediah Skinner," Mr. R. M. Albright;
Leavenworth disi atca in
WORK
COMPANINSURANCE
Riciiard Hamilton," Mr. John A Can- reference to the New Mexico peniten- & OOVVYER,
IES HOLDING ON,
non; 'Ferdinand Llghthead, Mr. K. tary:
HOPING.
Bryan: -- Nellie Richmond." Mlgg J.l.
Kas., Aug. 24. Sam
K. Spitz;
"Nellie Huntington." uel I). Sample, a guard at 'he federal
HL'TTKK NUT
1'INH LINK OF
George E. Brewer, the fire insur- Man
Miss Emma Zuckerberg;
Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and Iron. Bead your
"Cornelia penitentiary, has accepted the apance adjuster, who has Just returned Skinner,"
J1KEAD
CVKKS
Miss
the
S'iIu Waists and White Dresses to us. We will Uundry them
y
from doing three months' service for Mclntyre." MissEtna Fergusson; "Nell pointment ot deputy warden of SanNew .Mexico territorial prison at
Edna Manwarin
and will deliver them to you la a nice box they will not be
Hume-MadBetter
Than
Always on Hand.
the Springfield Fire & Marine Insurta Ke. Ills resignation from dutv here
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
ance company, amid the ruins of San
The Women's Club will give an ice will heconie effective SeptemUr 1,
Sack of Postofflcs.
rTanciaco, says that the rebuilding of cream social in their club rooms Mon- and he will enter upon hU new duAll City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
Call tho Red Wagons.
'Frisco has hardly begun. The re- day evening. Visitors cordially
immediately
ties
thereafter.
Auto., 819; Colo, Red 140.
moving of the dfcbri, which has teen
In the mutiny of 1901 Sample took a
(
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TEACHERS'

INSTITUTE

In-

sas

City-Ot-

Notes

her

of the Fair.
Manager P. F. MrCanna of tne fair
association returned last evening from
a business trip to Denver and other
Colorado points and stated today that
lie had had the pleasure of meeting
nearly all of the norsemen who have
their strings at Colorado tracks now
and that he had received assurances
from them that they would be present
at the Albuquerque meet with their
stables.
"And they're not 'dogs' either," said
emphatically.
Manager
McCanna
"Some of the horses that will be seen
here during the fair are Just aa fas as
race In the west and it is a better
than
class of horeses on the whole
has ever been her before. '
He stated that the Albuquerque
derby had been filled as have nearly
all of the harness races, stake races
and otlwr runnings races. Sixty-eigh- t
borses are campaigning on the Colorado tracks at present and the majority of them will be shipped to this
city for the fall meet.
with the
company, the
Western Amusement
amusement enterprise that is to supply the carnival at Tactions for the
streets ut the fall festival and terriwill mantorial fair and the man whoyear.
In a
age the flower parade this
manner even better than he did two
years ago, arrived in the city last
reevening from Kansas City and will armain 'here several days making
rangements for the reception of the
amusement aggregation he represents
when they arrive here next month. a
Mr. Barkly also brought with him
to
number of beautiful floral designs
.
tie used in carriage and float decora-lonsnd stated that in Kansas City
he had over thirty girls employed in
making paper flowers for Albuquerwhile
que's flower parade. Mr. Barkleyentries
of
matter
up
the
take
will
here
p anned to
for the parade, which it is this
year.
feature
distinctive
a
make
C. H. Barkley, connected

E

1

Program For Opening Day. F. J. Houston Company Files Another Expedition to Start Will Be Held at the JamesPapers-Copp- er
town Exposition
Company
List of Teachers EmOut In Quest of the AlNext Year.
Ready For Business.
ployed to
leged Rich Placers.

AND BRINGING THEIK HOUSES TEACH

C. H. Barkley Arrives From Kan

MONDAY, AUGUST

MEETING OF

AFTER THE LOST

ALBUQUERQUE

OPENED iHERE TODAY

In Colorado Who Signify
tention of Attending
the Fair

EVENING CITIZEN.

At

SEASON OF

1906-190-

7

NEW

RANGERS

ARE NAMED WAS ORGANIZED AT BISBEE SOME

the High School and Different Fourth Class Postmasters Appointed For New Mexico and
Ward Schools In
Arizona Towns.
the City.

The annual institute of the teachers
of the Albuquerque public schools
opened today at the Central school
building, the program for the opening
day being as follows:
Progress,"
9 a. m. "Educational
Superintendent J. E. Clark. "History
of New Mexico," Principal J. A. Miller, "Drawing; Its Value and Practical
Development," accompanied by an exhibit of typical work In water color,
ink, crayon, charcoal, pencil, etc., in
each grade, by Miss Emma Woodman,
supervisor of drawing and writing.
This exhibit added much value and
interest to the discussion of the subject. "Discipline, Correction and Punishment," Superintendent J. E. Clark.
1:30 p. m. Round table with first
grade teachers, Superintendent J. E.
Clark.
3 p .m.
Hound table with second
grade teachers, Superintendent J. E.
Clark.
Most of the teachers have returned
to Albuquerque and were present
at the institute today.
The teaching corps of the public
schools for the coming year follows:
J. E. Clark, superintendent; Emma
Woodman, supervisor of drawing and
writing; Hulda Stenwall, director of
music.
High school building J. A. Miller,
principal, science and mathematics;
Nancy Hewitt. Latin and history;
Grace White, German. Spanish and
American history; Elizabeth Thomas,
English;
Ella M. La Bar, eighth
grade; Sallie E. King, seventh grade;
Gertrude Takken, sixth grade; Eva V.
Bowers, sixth grade.
First ward Mrs. T. J. Butts, principal, first grade; Minnie J. Dlehl, first
grade; Lettie Watson, second grade;
Elsie MacGregor, third grade; Elizabeth M. Rellhan, fourth grade; Wln-fre- d
Hillard, fifth and sixth grades;
Blanche Otis, seventh and eighth
grades.
Second ward D. C. Taylor, principal, sixth grade; Llllie A. Keepers,
first grade; Alma Watson, first grade;
Jeanette Lawrence, second grade;
Daisy Huntzinger, third grade; Minnie
E. Craig, fourth grade; Anna Odjard,
fifth grade.
Third ward E. P. Bradley, principal, fifth grade; Ida Elder, first grade;
Mata E. Tway, first grade; Milly Kaplan, first grade; Anita Thomas, second
grade;
Mabel Hunt, second grade;
Adah Vaughn, third grade; Maud Ous
ters, fourth grade.
Fourth ward J. R. MeCollum, prin
cipal, fifth grade; Edyth Everltt, first
Elizabeth C. Wiley, first
grade;
grade; Minnie L. Baker, second grade;
Helen W. Rodey, second grade; Mary
Spauldlng, third grade; Lucy Ha- Lollie Llnder,
zeldine, third grade;
fourth grade; Elizabeth Gerwig icha- es building), fourth grade.

INTERESTING

Or-

Norfolk, Va., Aug. 27. Dr. W. D.
Willard of this city has returned from
Tut-IHay. Ohio, where he attended
the meeting of the American Osteo-patBl- c
association, and secured for
the Jamestown exposition that iKidy's
Dr. Willard
convention for 1907.
states that more than a thousand
delegates may be expected to attend
the convention, held for the first time
on the eastern coast.
This great gathering of exponents
of this new school of healing is
bound to attract wide attention to osteopathy, which Is no longer an exInstitu
periment, but a
tion. The history of the science of
Interesting.
highly
osteopathy Is
While the osteopathic method of cur
ing disease has been practiced for
thirty years by its founder, it is only
ten years since the first legal recognition of osteopaths was secured. That
was in Vermont, more than a thous
and miles east of the spot where Dr.
Andrew Taylor Still first succeeded
In establishing
himself as a prac
titioner, according to his own meth
well-founde- d

ods.
Dr.

Still Is the founder of osteopathy, and fortunately he has lived
to see his school of practice grow Into
general favor. Dr. Still was a skilled
surgeon and physician at the outbreak of the civil war, through, which
conflict he served as a surgeon on the
medical staff. Always an Investigator,
he became dissatisflled with the old
methods of healing or curing, and
struck boldly out along new lines.
"In 1874," he writes, "I proclaimed
that a dlsturued artery marked the
leglnning to an hour and a minute
where disease had begun to sow Its
seeds of destruction in the human
body." That was a statement simple
enough In Its language, but startling
in its meaning. Old school physicians
the Idea, and the laymen
When
were not to be convinced.
Dr. Still set aside his scapel and
recently
his medicine case, people called him
While In Ooiaen, Colo
crazy. Even the preachers opposed
Manager McCanna met C. E. Jersey
of
him, some of them holding that he
one of the largest breeders
who
was possessed of a devil. The idea
the state of Colorado,
wouM
assured Mr. McCanna that he
of accounting for disease by a disturbed artery was too much of an Innoa herd of forty Jerseys to tne fa"
lair to compete In the Jersey exhibit
vation to be considered seriously. Dr.
large prizes
Still's friends and his own brother
of the many and SuperintendIbV have been offered. good work
turned against him.
The pioneer,' who was then living
ent Oleckler is lso doing feature
oj
in Baldwin, Kas., changed his resiin securing entries foris this
no doubt
dence to Macon. Mo. For a year he
the fair and.,i there
tha est Jersey blood
attempted to practice at Macon, but
lwll
found things even more unpleasant
in the territories and in Colorado
than had been the case at Baldwin
he displayed at theiair.
Then he went a few miles north and
President's. O. Jaffa of the Retail
located at Kirksville, Mo., the little
te tHat be
city which became and has remained
Merchants' association enought
to the
A lew
the capital of osteopathy.
Is in receipt of enswers
n
thinking people in Kirksville believed
circular letter sent out recently
held
be
to
put
ne
soon
still's theories, which
reference to the convention assure
to
.ma practice by actually and abso-flrsf- c
here during fair week,
large attendance and the Albuquerque
luiy curing chronic cases given up
to
an hopeless by other physicians.
merchants are making preparations
la
manlents soon began coming from far and
receive their guests in a royal
near, and Dr. Still had more than he
ner.
The intense itching characteristic
could do. One osteopath could not
f salt rheum and eczema Is Instantly
Bantu
says:
Two
Mexican
New
The
treat all tne cases, bo the founder of
applying
allayed
races
Chamberlain's
by
In
part
the
take
will
Fe horses
he science established a school for
cure
a
diseases
N.
for
skm
Salve.
As
Albuquerque.
at
week
during fair
he making of osteopathic doctors..
s this salve is unequaled. For sale by
Closson
Charles
and
Albert
Salmon's
Now the American School of Osteop
druggists.
of
all
several
in
entered
win
le
Daniel J.
athy. at Kirksville, Is known through
the events. The former is aaretrotter
out the world.
quite
Both
pacer.
a
and the latter
Before he died, however, he made a
The fundamental hypothesis of os
mark.
a
has
althought
neither
speedy,
map of the location of his placers and teopathy is that abnormal conditions
spare
his
putting
in
is
Mr Closson
turned it over to some friends. He are mainly the result of obstruction
two horses
time now exercising the running
said that the diggings were located at to the blood and nerve supply, and
congood
in
them
and getting
the foot of a high peak in the White that such obstructions may be over
conis
gelding
dition. Mr. Salmon's
mountains, from which point four riv- come by manipulation. Osteopathy
horse
local
of
the
by
some
sidered
ers found their sources. It is sup may be defined as tne science of drug
handsomest
of
one
the
posed that this peak Is Mt. Thomas. less healing, based upon the principle
fanciers as
In
the
flesh
specimens of horse
The placer was reached by going up a that the lody has been endowed by
Dan
looks
comes
to
rltory and when it
precipitous river between two frown- nature with all the fluids and forces
ing walls of granite
iel J. Is not so slow either.
of
and other necessary for the preservation
wise described the place aa one difll- - health and recovery from aisease, procult of access. Scores of prospectors vided that the mechanism which proLOCAL HAPPENINGS
have tried to follow the directions but duces end distributes these fluids and
nothing has ever came of them
forces is in perfect mechanical ad
There Is now being organized in just) ment.
Fl
party, headed
Blsbee a
No drugs are used by the practi
by H. H. Huddleston, who. on Septem tioners of this art. They simply man
ber 1, will start overland in search ipulate the bones and muscles, the
of the Adams' diggings. They will go arteries and nerves, in such a way as
Special Correspondence.
' Demlng. N. M.. Aug. 24. A. L. San
by way of Clifton, up the Blue Creek to cure the cause of me disease. The
and across as wild and rugged a coun first part of the name being derived
gre, editor of the Graphic of this city,
Washington. D. C. Aug. 27. A fam which there are no silver certificates try as lies cut of doors. Many from a Greek word meaning bone,
is very ill with heart trouble.
will be consumed in the expe- Dr. Still end his disciples were flipJohn Cain, proprietor of the Vlctor- - ine of small currency has struck the outstanding) : and this and it is only months
bnt the promoters think they pantly caned "bone doctors."
For
io, who has been alck for several days United States, and It is no longer pos- a drop in tue bucket Is all there Is to dition,
years the osteopaths were
sible for the United States treasury supply future demands for $1, $2 and have a lead on the famous Adams' many
with Brlght's disease, is improving,
diggings
mountains
of the White
fought "tooth and toenail" by the al
Earl McMahon, who underwent' an to supply the demands of business for $5 bills.
lopaths and the homeopaths.
All
operation for rupture of the bowels, any of the denominations below $10.
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
other schools of medicine opposed the
How about all those silver dollars
The monetary condition is without
Is rapidly Improving, and will be out
new school. In many towns and cit
a precedent In the history of the re piled up in the oasement of the treas
in a day or two.
(II. E. No. 6279.)
ies where graduates of the American
Ralph Grayson of this city and Miss public. It has been foreseen and made ury department?
This question naturally occurs to Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. School of Osteopathy attempted to loEstelle Edds of Chicago were married the Bubject of various warnings by
cate for practice, the opposition was
of the mints and treasury, but the tourist who has visited Washing
23, 1906.
in the latter city. They are expected officers
so strong
the ambitious young
congress did nothing.
ton and had these dollars pointed out
fol osteopaths that
borne In a few days.
hereby
given
Notice
Is
that
the
were forced to leave town.
For some days the treasury has been as an ojjeet of interest. How can lowing-nameMrs. C. A. Anient and daughter,
filed notice Now and then he was run
has
settler
out hpdily.
Miss Florence, are expected to arrive refusing requests from banks for $1, there be any scarcity of dollars when of his intention to make final proof For years the new practitioners
fought
and $5 silver certificates in ex all there are lying idle?
In support of his claim, and that said
home in a few days from their trip to $2
change for gold certificates of larger
The answer is that all those dollars proof will be made before the United for the legal right to practice their
Chicago.
profession, but, as stated, It was not
alMiss Katherine Goddea has return denominations. Within the past week are theoretically in circulation
commissioner at San Ra until 1896 that
States
one of the states, VerChicago banker sent three gold cer- ready. There are 483,000,000 of those fael, N.court
M., on October 6, 1906, viz: mont, paved
ed from Las Vegas, N. M., where she atificates
the way Jy permitting
for $10,000 each, with re- dollars, and for everyone there is a Juan Garcia, 2d. for the NW
Sec.
has been attending the teachers In quest
osteopaths to practice on an equal
he be setit fives, twos and silver certificate in somebody's pocket-book- . 8. Twp. U N.. R. 8 W.
atitute. Miss GoUden will teach in the ones. that was
footing with other doctors.
told that the treasury
He
He. names the following witnesses
nubile schools here this year.
Since that year thirty-threstates
will take the trouble to prove his continuous residence up
Anybody
furnish
who
could
not
them.
a
from
returned
has
Miller
Vandorn
money is to read what it says on his dollar, his on,
and territories have passed laws or
mean
not
This
does
that
of,
about
mountains,
land,
cultivation
viz:
and
said
trip to the Florida
scarce. It means simply that there is two or five dollar bills (unless they Masedonlo Ramirez, Ramon Serna rendered court decisions in recogniten miles south of Deuiing, where he not enough
tion of the proiesslonal rights of osmoney of the small de- are bank notes), will find that it Jose Rafael Chavez, Bidal
zinc-leaas
d
claims,
has located some
teopathic physicians.
carry on the enormous reads: This certifies that there have Montoya, all of San Rafael, Chaves
nominations
to
N.
$40.
M.
as
high
run
as
savs from which
In eleven suites there ure boards of
trade which prosperity has brought bten deposited in the treasury of the
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Mrs. Chenowith of Lordsburg is In
examination and registration Arkanmoney system does United States of America one (or two
means
our
It
that
Register,
son
the city for a few days with her
sas, California. Connecticut, Minnenot expand to meet the needs of flush or five) silver dollars, payable to the
who had the misfortune to havo his times.
sota, Michigan, Missouri, Montana,
on
bearer
demand."
of
The
End
The
World
(
arm shot off some time ago and who
The law requires that the silver of troubles that robbed E. II. Wolfe New Mexico, Oklahoma, Tennessee and
is under the treatment of Dr. Siovall
The renewed purchases of silver dollars stay In the treasury ready to of Bear Grove,
la., of an usefulness, Vermont; In five representation on the
The local lodge of Improved Order bullion, the announced determination redeem that promise. So all that vast came when ho began taking Electric medical board Indiana, Kentucky, Nenf Red Men gave a banquet the other to do which came as a surprise a few bulk of 4s3.iMio.tM10 silver dollars is Bitters. He writes: "Two years go braska, Ohio and Wisconsin; in three
liiKht to Ieon L. Godschaux, deputy days ago, do not help the situation "mortgaged" and cannot be issued.
kidney trouble caused me great suff- registration of diplomas from a rep
grand sachem, who returned to the materially. This bullion can be used
ering, which I would never have sur- utable college gives recognition
city from an extended trip over the only for coining half and quarter dolThere is plenty of gold in the
vived had I not taken Electric Bit Nebraska, North Dakota, South Da
territory in the interests of the order, lars and dimes. It cannot be coined
but that does not help the
ters. They also cured me of general kota; in eight osteopaths are exam
Little Floieuce Tracey was the vie Into dollars, as this was forbidden in
of small bills. Gold certificates aeuinty." sure cure ior an stomach, ined bv the medical board, but in
lim of a very painful accident Thurs tlie law passed In 1892 repealing the, are not issued for anything smaller liver and kidney complaints, blood dis- suih branches only as taught in com
day afternoon.
Hie aud several
purchasing clause of the Sherman act.j than $o.
eases, headache, dizziness and weak nion in both osteopathic and medical
her little playmates were playing 1 The law permitted the secretary toj If the law would permit the Issue of ness or bodily decline. Price 5uc. Guar- schools Alabama, Arizona. Illinois
.,
i
sh
purme
when
of
orchard
Jnto
gold
stringency
Iowa, Kansas, North Carolina, Virgin
uuiuon
the
silver dollars
coin
certificates,
the
anteed by all druggists
.
fell out of a peach tree, breaking he chased between 1890 and 1893, and might be relieved, for then the $3:
ia; in seven others and in the District
o
;um.
the government has bten working on, silver certificates could be broken up, A Citizen Want ad does the work Columbia they are exempt from re
Quite a number of people are com that bullion until a year ao, win n the mio $1 and $2 certificates. Secretary
stricion hv court decisions Colo
Ing in to this country from the Pecos end of it being dearly In sight, t Uo
rado, New Jersi y, Mississipj I, Penntried to get congress to
of dollars was stopped, and oil.,.. $5 gold certificates, but in vain.'
valley country and moat of them are
sylvania.
IV j it f.ir un
Utah. West Vergina.
iaturl
;
it.ti
.iitlaiu mttuiut,
taking up claims, They seem to hav the rest was devoted to halves, quar- - if worst comes to worst it Is the
The famous Dr. I.orenz, who cured
ktu,
,( ui .tl!uua
gone,
it
all
Is
as
plan of Secretary Shaw to call in
liule .l.olita Armour of a congenital
irtcl'jr..
Ji
confidence in getting artesian water ters and dnuis. Now
ibi iiui.
i'uui!!tui
luautUi.
I
Ill)', ittiip
lr,au
hip dislocation, a few years aso, dif
mid two strings of to. for artesian together with the silver from ua'lored many of (he $3 silver certificates as
CtVlNSCHiM Til
coins turned in.
he can get and to issue twos and ones
"drilling are on the roail here cow an
fers from tlio lTr. Still practitioners
CIHC NNATt.O B'.??'"?
There reinuins In the treasury a(ln lav of tnem. That Is about all
C.ILA. V 1 or ivt in B.j:n wm IDer. chiefly in the fact that he believes In
me test wells will bu sunk.
Sjl
prepaid
etprct.
margin
It
of about 6,oi,ihjii "free 'that an be done to nlleve 'he
small
a cure at one operation, while
7S.
(that U, silver iloi'.ats against city.
Citizen Want ads li'.aj results.
osteopathic luea is ; j bring It
CUVUiM M.t Vtt tWtUttb ti:--
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Many a Prospector Lured to His How This School of Medicine
iginated and Has Grown
Death In Attempt to Locate
In a Few Years.
These Mines.

The following articles of Incorporawill
Another systematic attempt
tion have been filed In the office of soon be made to unravel the mysteries
icrrltorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds: of
the lost Adams placers of the White
F. J. Houston company. Principal
place of iuslnes8, Aluuquerque, New mountains In northern Arizona. These
Mexico.
Territorial agent Frank J. placers have lain hidden from the
Houston, at Albuquerque.
Capital diligent search of the intrepid pros
slock $10,000 divided into shares of pector for over fifty years, and they
$100 each, commencing business with are again soon to furnish the Incen$6,000. Object, taking over the exist- tive for a perilous and exciting expedl- ing mercantile business of Frank J. ion.
have
prospectors
Innumerable
InHouston. Duration fifty years.
corporators, Frank J. Houston, Jose- sought this fabulously rich digging,
phine B. Houston, and C. F. G. Wer- Put of no avail. They have kept unto
themselves these many years and lor
nicke, Jr., of Alouquerque.
Copper how long no one knows.
Comanche
Consolidated
The legend handed down regarding
company has filed a copy of Its articles of incorporation under the laws the Adams placers are many and vaof Washington with the amendments ried. The one principally accepted is
required for Incorporation under the about as follows:
In the year 1853 a party of twenty- laws of New Mexico. Principal office
Seattle, Washington. Principal office four, headed by Adams, left overland
In New Mexico, at Fairview,
Sierrs from Missouri for the wilds of Calicounty. Territorial agent, Henry B. fornia. They were a hardy lot, and
Johnson at Fairview. Capital stock. used to the rugged privations of the
$150,000. divided Into fifty thousand west and accepted the hazardous task
shares of the par value of $5 each. with no forebodings of the future.
After a trying Journey of several
Object, general mining and milling
business. Duration, fifty years. In- months they reached the wild White
corporators, John J. Hagerty, Marcus mountains that separate Arizona from
M.
Murray, Maurice D. Leehey, B. New Mexico.
At or near the highest peak of the
Theodore Johnson,
Claude Messer
Smith, Seattle, Washington; James B. range of mountains the famous Adams
Taylor, Harry B. Johnson, Fairview; placers were found. The ground was
New Mexlc6; John C. Akard, Blsbee, literally covered with golden nuggets,
Arizona; Augus Macintosh, La Cana-nea- , and the Adams party collected as
many as tney could. Legend has it
Mexico.
that some of the nuggets were as large
as a man's tnumb, and of pure gold.
Two New Rangers Appointed.
Forest Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp The party, not wishing to give up the
has appointed two new'rangers for field. It was decided among tnem tnat
the Jemez forest reserve. They are twelve would proceed to San FranJames Lease of Espanola, and Thom- cisco, dispose of wnat gold they could
as Cornwell of Pecos. The former has carry, and return to the new camp
been assigned temporarily to the dis- with money and provisions.
trict In the vicinity of Espanola until
The twelve never reached their des- Mr. Kneip returns from his tour of tiatlon. They encountered a roving
inspection of the Pecos forest re- band of White Mountain Apaches and
serve. The latter has not as yet been were massacred to a man. Shortly
assigned.
afterward the men left In the camp
shared the same fate, the Indians
learning that their diggings had been
Postmasters Appointed.
The following fourth class postmas- discovered. Adams was the only man
ters have been appointed for New to reach civilization alive, after un
Mexico and Arizona: Embudo, Rio Ar- told hardships.
He went to California and remained
riba county, N. M. George P. Rudd
in San Francisco and the mining counto succeed G. L. Stafford, resigned.
ties of the north for a long time, re
Riverside, San Juan county, N. M.
Marguerite K. Pieper. The postoftlce turning to Arizona In the early 60's.
site at Riverside will be moved one-hal- f He made a diligent search for his
mile south from tile present site. placers, but was never able to find
them, allhougii it was said that in
Basin, Mohave county, Arizona
Leslie A. Gillett, vice J. P. Hoi man re- early days Adams made a shipment of
gold nuggets from Tombstone.
here
signed.
they were found he never stated.
Cedar, Mohave county, Arizona
There Is living today at Fort Apache
William P. Carr, vice J. M. George, rein northern Arizona an old Indian
signed.
Portal, Cochise county, Arizona C. chief who once related how the white
F. McCord, vice E. F. Epley, resigned. men were killed, when they started on
tuelr trip for San Francisco. It is
Supla, Coconino county, Arizona
said they fought like demons, and not
W. H. Harrison, vice C. L. Woods,
until tney naa miiea aouoie uieir
number of Indians were they exter- minated. They were probably the
A Mystery Solved.
white party that had ever visited
periodic
keep
to
of
off
"How
attacks
portion and the Apaches did not
tnat
constipation
biliousness and habitual
was a mystery that Dr. King's New Know how to handle them.
lived iany years following
Life Pills solved for me," writes John In Adams
Arizona
and passed through the
Magnolia.
The
N. Pleasant, of
Ind.
Arlzonan.
only pills that are guaranteed to give vicissitudes of the
ago he died in
perfect: satisfaction to everybody or Three or four years
Los Angeles, the papers of that city
money refunded. Only 25c at all
giving quite an extended account of
his life and of the famous Adams

27, 1906.
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Fives, Twos and Ones Can't Be Fur
nished Banks in Exchange For
Large Gold Deposits.
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IT I.j

A QUCIC HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

For

PAINS

DEEP-SEATE-

APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.
CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT PENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAHS SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THISOLD
'
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.
D

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
.,

2.-c-

COc.

and $1 a BOTTLE.

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,.
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
GREATEST EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS,
CHIL-BLAIN-

OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.
FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

A
A

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
TRIED IT'S THE

YOU

BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.
CURES SORE THROAT.

PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
HALF GLASSFUL OF

A

WATER & GARGLE Often.

I

ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

Wmi THE

LINIMENT.

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT ON
XI1EIK WORK BENCH.
FOR PAINS ACHES
SOKE MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
RUB IT IN WELL

GOOD.

e

Ht-i-

,

auth-coinag- e

i1'llil'.,1
1
:

k.

scar-dollars- "

ig

The LINIMENT of our

Forefathers.
alout gradually.

Both Lorenz and
bloodless surgeons."
women have bixn graduated,
from the osteopathy college in Mis-- '
sourl and from the dozen other col-- ,
leges throughout the country which
have sprung up within the past ten
yiars to teach the new healing science. Jt is probable that tne percentage of women practitioners in this
branch of ihe healing art is hlghex.
than In any other school of medicine.
In soiuh casts both man and wife have
received diplomas from an osteopathic
school and entered practice togetuer.
Still are
Many

'

NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned has been apointed executor
cf the last win and testament of Wallace Douglas, deceased, by the probate court of the county of Bernalillo
All
and territory of New Mexico.
persons having claims against the
said estate are hereby notified to file
the same in the probate court of the
county of Bernalillo, New Mexico, or
with the undersigned executor within
one year from the data hereof.
J. C. BALDRIDGR.
Executor of the Last Will and Testament of Wallace Douglas, Deceased.
TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING Dated Aueust 13, 190C.
r,
TO STOCK
FOR NEXT WINTER.
Try a Citizen Want
W. H. HAHN & CC.

i

MONDAY, AUGUST

GLOBE, ARIZONA,

ELKS OPERA HOUSE

STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church
Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
Tuesday, August 28, 1006
opened this fall, and for distribution
;of the Sonora lumber supply, will increase the Importance of tne road.
i

More than 2.000 real estate agents
along the lines of the Kansas railroads and In Topeka, Arkansas City
land St. Joseph will have to pay rail- road fare next year under the terms
of the recent ruling of railroad attor-- ;
neys. The attorneys for the compa-- ;
nies have decided that the real estate
and land agents who are not regular-- !
ly employed by the railroad companies
cannot be given passes.

LAW
The Texas and Pacific Advises Agents of Personal
Liability.
& Pacific passenger
lit has Issued the following circular to all agents and representa-tlve- s

TlitVJexas
:

Agents and representatives of this
department are cautioned that the
new Interesate commerce laws provide
heavy penalties for Infractions thereof, and that Instructions Issued by
this' office must he rigidly adhered to
in every particular.
No concessions are to he made in
rates. Tariff rates must be strictly
maintained.
Do not quote rates to interstate
points unless rates are shown In Interstate rate sheets.
No deposits should be taken for prepaid ticket from interstate points
without first conferring with this office.
No stopovers must he promised or
allowed unless duly authorized by pub-

lished tariffs.
No extension of limits will bo promised or granted unless covered by tariffs.
Care must be taken to limit all tickets in accordance witn tariffs or other
authorities covering their Issuance.
The checking of baggage must be
watched and all excess over the authorized free allowance collected for
at tariff rates.
Agents are reminded that if they act
contray to the Instructions of this
office and violate the law they are
personally amendable to the law.
SANTA FE AND WABASH
TO HAVE DOUBLE

TRACK

F. C. Fox, general superintendent
of the Santa Fe, has returned to Topeka from Kansas City, where he and
other officials of the Wabash system
held a business meeting. Between the
stations of Carrolton and Orrick, Mo.,
a distance of about thirty miles, the
tracks of the two systems are very
close to each other and run almost parallel for the entire distance. The officers of the two companies held a
meeting and made a trip over the
tracks of the systems to try and consummate plans by which the tracks
of the two companies will be used as
a double track system by the two systems. Should the plans now in consideration be carried out the trains of
the two systems will use the Santa Fe
tracks as the main line for westbound
trains and the tracks of the Wabash
system will be used as the main line
for eastbound trains. This will assist
the officials in getting trains over the
road faster and with more safety and
much less danger of collision.
FE IMPROVING
ITS WESTERN LINES
All one has to do to find out that the
Santa Fe Is doing things in the way
of improving it's roadbed is to take a
day ride over the road. From Raton to
Needles, Cal., work trains are backed
in at almost every station, big or little and gangs of men are to be seen between stations armed with picks and
shovels. Tne civil engineer with his
level and transit is also a familiar figure on the train and along the line.
In some places the line of the road is
being straightened and In others it Is
being diverted to avoid some treacherous arroyo or to escape some grade,
while there is hardly a section In the
two territories on which the road bed
Is not being ballast. In NewMexieo
pravtl Is the chief material used,
though where handy, slag from tne
smelter and stone from the crusher
are used. A new gravel rit was opened at Rio Ptierco today for hassling
on the AlhiKiuerqiie-Galludivision.
SANTA

WINCHELL OFFERS SPECIAL
TRAIN FOR PRESS CLUBS
Royal style fitly expresses the arrangements that have been made by
tne llock Island system to carry the
delegates to the sixteenth annual con-veion of the International league of
press clubs from Chicago to Denver.
The convention win be held in Denver this week, and leading newspaper
men from all parts
of the United
States and Canada will be present.
One of the finest trains that has ever
been run over the Rock Island left
Chicago yesterday morning and arrived in Colorado today. Henjamin L.
Winchell, president of the Rock Island
road, who extends the courtesy of the
trip to the newspaper men, will accompany the train. Mr. Winchell Is
to be made an honorary member of
the Denver Press club and the International league of press clubs.
nt

EL PASO SOUTHERN
RE ELECTS OFFICERS.
At the meeting of the oi.. ers of the
Kl Paso Southern railway, held Tnurs-lay- .
in- - the office
of A. H. Fall,
t,

at Kl Paso, the entire list
of officers were
Nothing
but routine business is
The road Is a terminal one tor the
Sieira Madre and bound to become of
great iiiuortance tnrough the throwing of Greene intertets to HI Paso.

This Strong

Guarantee

ROUSING MEETING, TOURNA
MENT IS DECIDED
UPON,

held here to
discuss w iys and means for promoting
the base ball carnival proposed to be
held in it. one this fall, says the Telegram. There was a good attendance
at the meeting and the feeling was
manifest a., along the line that every-tninpossible would be done to make
the carnival a success.
The dates chosen for the meet are
September 29 to October 7 inclusive,
and time purses of $1.(hhi, $500 and
$250 will be offered. More than this,
every team failing to win a prlz. but
playing through the tourney, should
be given $100.
It was decided to Invite the teams
of Albuquerque. Las Vegas, Pnoenlx,
Tucson, Ixwell, Clifton, Morencl and
El Paso to participate. Glolie will of
course be represented. "
The following committees were appointed:
Transportation
A. G. Smith.
Quarters and Reception Harry Sultan, Ernest Kellncr.
Press and Advertising Al Sterns,
W. W. Brookner.
Soliciting Funds S. I,. Ginson, E. B.
Grider, W. W. Brookner.
A committee consisting of Pat Rose,
Jack Ross and W. R. Anderson was appointed to secure positions for ball
players who wished to settle in Globe
and join the local team.
Another committee, including Pat
Rose, W. W. Brookner and A.
Smith was cnosen to see the school
trustees about getting the ground during the tourney.
The tournament was discussed In all
its phases, and tne oplnoin was unanimous that it would be a good thing for
Globe. After paying all expenses and
putting up for the prizes the residue
of profit is to go toward paying the
debts of the base Jall association and
putting the local club on a sound financial footing.

WITH EVERY VEHI-CLWE SELL,
Any part failing; ty
moans of defective
material or workman-- )
hip will b made rood i
without expense to the
owner, irrespective of t
E

A $2,000.00 policy provides
$2.0110.00 in case of death.
$200.00 per year for ten years In

..!!.. piuiecu j ou s io- quaui..
III. a 10 prices, you can t beat ours on llUIi
mux
the
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped witi
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing
no-i
uv.atw.u6, uuumiufi ruu iwuuug. mug up, write or can.
.

case of total disability.
$10.00 per. week when disabled by accident.
$10.00 per week sick benefits.
Ixan values commencing second year.
Cash or paid-u- p
insurance at end of 10, 16, or 20 year
period.
Total cost, age 25. only $46.30.
Other amounts in same proportion.
For particulars address or see

g

General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c

OBEY THE

A QUESTION!

cm

1 Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
1
wages
soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
Globe, Ar.'z., Aug. 27 An enthusiastic nieetl.ig of base ball enthusiasts
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual
and business men was

The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy

i
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Thursday Evening, Augusi 30, 1906
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N. T, Armljo Bldg.

LOCAL

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERA3 AVENUE.

B. SCHWENTKER,

tgor for Now Monleo and Northern

Albuquerque

Arlmonm
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IMOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
pear mis aiternoon
Before that time
ThM overcome VtVaknrH, lrregro-liirMiss
Sisler
has ordered a new type
v stitl
1
naa a cougn wnicu for years had
unitsion,iiitTee
vigor
r
nd bttiiiU "aitm
for use in cataloguing the libeen growing worse. Now it's gone." writer
They
" Kite ftuvrrV
brary.
tirlrtflat wnmtnlMHxl,
titiiiitf
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
nf nrvimi and ImmIv. Na
known remedy for women equals
whooping cough and prevents pneu- No more legal notices will be nosted
them. Cannot iu hirm life Im.
mouia. peasant to take. Every oot on the doors and walls of the court
;.mma a plenurt.
prr lxsx
ii. roia ny
fv innCHEMICAL
arusrffiMa
tie guaranteed at all druggists. Price hou BC A
CO
bulletin Iwiar.l (nr oil nnlln. " Tito
ill MOTI
.Aii,u.
ouc ana t. Trial bottle free.
.lias ueeu placed in tlie hall.
FOR SALE BY . .ACT
RnV
"71
nie well and safe.

it

at her parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue, It prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's, own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
Ggntral Boildlng Sopplies
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and tair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of the3e preparations are pure:y
vegetable compounds. Havo Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, faco and cure of wrlnl;les.
.
-ntivn
i.irrnfn n nuaaaAa
- reut iven a. rflr inn n nr
v- - -jjicaoca bqq iin oraer o
It is also used for rheumatism, p.ilns themtvta
Tight out we will make a very "n"iu,"ft
low price, based on pot cash costleu
to
and massage

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
SCREEN DOORS

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

KILL the COUGH
CURE thi LUNGS

and

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
WITH

Price

ONSUMPTION

FOR

60c & $1.00
Fret Trial.

OUGHSand
OLDS

Surest and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

COME

IN IS Si MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQl'ER-WIf. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN'
llifB OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
ItST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2Sx
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
TREES; PUBLIC
OLD SHADE
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $10.i'O; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MrLL. CAPACITY 130 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
fll CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
1
A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
1UB HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.
B.

Jff5
00000osxOSOSoosK

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albugnergne

CO.,

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

WEDDING

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
changed.
BRUSHES.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Second Street, between Railroad and Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. PalCopper Avenue.
metto Roof Paint; lasts lire years and
stops leaks. Casa paid for Hides and
Pelts.
THIRD STREET
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Thos. F. Keleher

Meat Market

All Kindt of Fresh and

7.

Salt Meat.

A. SLEYSTER

LUCERO

T. A.

UP TO DATE SIGNS
8ILVER AVENUE.

208-WE-

MAUGER

W. E.

WOOL

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Masonic Building, North Third Street
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Steam Sausage Factory.

with Raaoe

&

Mauger.

Office, 115 North

First 8b

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlnf.

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drus store. Sout
Third street.

Bottled in Bond.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars, place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

STRONG BLOCK.

THE CELEBRATED

Genera! Repair Shop.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

Secretary Mutual Building AseoeW
tlon. Office at 217 West KaUroaJ

UNDERTAKERS

ME LI N I & EAKIN

Superintendents
Fslrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.

'

Automatic Phone, 199.

201-21-

II

TO BELEN, N. M.

The Belen Town and Improvement

avenue.

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, n4
All Kinds of Frseh Meat.
3 DO North Broadway, corner of Wai
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. KL

MONUMENTS
N. Second

St. Botk Phones.

DRAGOIE

M.

and

I

KooeocooCHosocos
9frffrmr
A Railway Center

i

um

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AMD WEST, NORTH AND SOUTy.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
NEWS.
PAPER.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

TOTI A OR A PI

INSURANCE.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE WW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE IX) It MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Im-

ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

x"Tri

KORBER

SIMON

i

rOooooeoeooo
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its Location
Bit.

Machine Works

f.
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Miss Ella LeBar has returned from
a summer vacatlo nspent with relatives in Missouri :o resume her duties
as teacher In the public schools.
The ladles' Aid sorlety of the Presbyterian church will entertain the
ladles mt the church Thursday afternoon, August 30, at a salamagundl
Charles Uioson of Willard. arrived
party.
in Santa Fe on his way home from
C. E. Stell, a Santa Fe employe at
Quincy, Illinois, after completing a
the San Bernardino shops, fell In a
course in bookkeeping and stenografit and rolled down an elevator.
He
phy In the Gem City Business College.
was caught between ihe cage and
Mr. Gibson will resume his old duties
shaft, and crushed to death.
as station agent at Willard for the
A suit was filed Saturday In the ofSanta Fe Central railway.
fice of the district court by Judge W. C.
Heacock In behalf ofTeresa Bruno to
J. R. Koontz, general freight agent
recover five head of cattle alleged to
for the Santa Fe, with headquarters at
be held by Joe Vcrgollo unlawfully.
Chicago, arrived In the city last nlg'nt
accompanied by his family and W. R.
Mrs. Max Schuster and daughter.
Brown, district freight and passenger
Miss Marguerite, left yesterday even- lug for Philadelphia, Pa., where they
agent for the Santa Fe at El Paso. Mr.
!will be the guests of Mrs. Snelllng-borKoontz Is here for the purpose of talkG
SHEEP
HERDER
ing shipping with local shippers.
formerly Miss Schuster, of this
city.
Chicago,
&
The
Milwaukee
St. Paul
Attorney W. H. Rosslngton, Fred
KILLED BY LIGHTNING
Railway company, of South Dakota,
Bullcne and Attorney Archlo Williams
incorporation
papers
has filed
at
were a trio of prominent Topeka, Kas.,
Pierre, S. D. The capital stock is
people on No. 2
morning
$4,000,000, and the object of the comWord reached Trinidad Thursday returning from the yesterday
Pacific coast. Mr.
pany is to build a line of railroad from afternoon that a young sheep herder,
the Missouri river to the eastern bor- son of Frank Otego, one of the best Rosslngton will bo remembered as a
former attorney for the Santa Fe. Mr.
der of Manitoba.
known sheep owners in Las Animas Rnllene is Topeka
correspondent for
county,
Colorado,
was
lightby
killed
the" Kansas City Star,
L. J. Tenhalls, a hrakman on the ning
on
Apishapa,
twenty-five
the
about
El Paso & Southwestern, had both
ruts in the road leading to
miles from Trinidad, during the thoDeep
legs severed above the knees at 10:30
University
of New Mexico, on the
wePt over hills east of the city, are causing
Saturday niornlne in the vards at
ele.ancslu wmcn
a"ernoon-Paso- .
chita, N. M, 118 miles west from El
those who have occasion to use the
It is said he stumbled while Details of the death of the lad are road, to complain bitterly of the poor
coupling cars and the car wheels pass-- ; m.t'?BeJ', bu,t ? seems tbat he wa8 out condition in which it is at present.
wiln nis fathers sheep when the
ed over both legs.
the hounciu of a vehicle
storm came up, and the bodj was not They say many
over
holes Is calculated to
Fred D. Marshall, who was acting found until Thursday forenoon. The cause the
profanity and cure indigestion.
agent at Santa Fe for t he Santa Fe, remains were badly discolored and
Train No. 2 this morning carried
since the departure ot H. S. Lutz, has the clothing burned almost to a crisp,
been appointed ns station agent at. The dead boy has an aunt living in eight Pima Indians en route to Chl- I,amy. Mr. Marshall takes the nlace 'Aguilar and the bodv was taken there ilocco, Okla., where they will enter the
there of G. H. Donart, who Is Mr. for interment.
The bov'a doir was IChilocco Indian school. The Chllocco
Lutz's successor as agent at the terri- faithfully guarding the sheep when school is the largest in the south. Its
'buildings number thirty handsome
torial capital,
the body was found.
stone structures, which accommodate
Chief Engineer Bisbee', of the west
over S00 students. The school Is loern grand division of the Santa Fe, Is
UNIVERSITY NOTES
cated fifteen miles south of Arkansas
registered at the Alvarado. It is preCity, Kas.
sumed that Mr. Bisbee Is here for the
purpose of arranging the preliminaries
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
The first week's enrollment at the
for the moving of the yard half a mile University
reached the unprecedented
south.
number of 1U8, an increase of 20 per
Manager Davis, of the Penny Parlor, 216,, South Second street, anJohn P. Peach, who had been gen- cent over last years' attendance.
Prof.
Is
Cadby
busily engaged in nounces a change of program, new
eral foreman of the Santa Fe shops at
Fort Madison, Iowa, is appointed divi- getting the engineering courses inau- pictures and new songs every Saturgurated.
One room in the basement day morning. A wbol
show for a
sion foreman at Las Vegas, in charge
of the shop and car department, vice of Hadley Science hall is being fitted penny.
up
completely for the class in MeGeo. E. St. Clair, resigned.
a
chanical Drawing. A dozen drafting Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
No one can reasonably
hope for
John P. Kennedy station agent for tables have been ordered for the use
the Santa Fe Central at Estancla, has of the students in this course.
A good digestion when the bowels are
returned to his duties after . a five stationary engine is also being set up constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of
III., says: "I suffered from
weeks' vacation spent at Chicago.
and other machinery is to le installed
s
chronic constipation and stomach
as means and opportunity afford.
A. W. Sherer, night ticket clerk at
for several years, but, thanks to
The Student standing committee
the local station, has returned from a has passed upon the work of
sen- Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabshort trip to Topeka, accompanied by ior class and finds twenty-fou- r the can- lets, am almost cured." Why not get
his family.
didates for graduation.- - 'iuere will be a package of these tablets and get
well and stay weir' Price 25c. SamR. W. Hoyt traveling auditor of the twelve graduates from the preparatory ples free. For 6ale by all druggists.
school,
from
three
commercial,
the
Santa Fe, is here on business.
five from the normal, and four from
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
the college.
Monday,
get Is back Wednesday.
Galveston's Sea Wall
At a mass meeting of the students Imperial and
Laundry Co.
makes life now as safe In that city as laat Wednesday,
Albright
Elwood
was
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe, elected
editor in chief, and Walter
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
who resides on Dutton street, in
business manager, of the U. N. BREAD and take no other.
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for Allen
M. Weekly, with the privilege of se- raiety. He writes: "I have used Dr,

Foundry and

R.
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass CatUnrs; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars: Skaftlsn
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and lro IToaU
fes
Buildings.
mopmlro on Miming mnd mill Mmchlnory m mpoolalty
Foundry east Side ot railroad track.
Albaqatraie, n. U.

Mrs. Bambini,
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LOCAL. AND
7

1

PERSONAL

s

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday,
with local showers; warmer Tuesday.

Wind Up Sale
of Low Shoes

Ilor

FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
The balance of our Oxfords has to go within the next few days and
we have cut the prices to such an extent as to be sure tS succeed.
Wo have not all sixes In every line, yours may be here. Won't you
come and find outf It will pay you. to Investigate.

Women's Vlci Kid Oxfords. .. .13.50
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfords .... 3.00
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfords .... 2.50
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfords .... 2.00
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords.... 4.00
Men's Velam Calf Oxfords..... 3.50
3.00
Men's Vicl Kid Oxfords
2.00
Men's Vicl Kid Oxfords

$2.65
2.35

reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to

1.95

1.55
3.15
2.65
2.25
1.55

i

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

SjP

1

F. F. TROTTER
Noe. 118 and 120 South 8scond

T. Y. MAYNARD

Ttc

Hickox-Maynar- d

New

Mexico's

Co.
Leading

Jewelers

80UTH SECOND

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

STREET.

GO,

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

i
v"

1

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

TINNING

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
-

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds. Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

W

.

street

DURING THE DULL SEASON 13 WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN iHB VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOnK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAIT. TRY US.

'

row.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, art sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because ire always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

V. S. Hopewell was a passon-gt- r
for Santa Fe this morninn.
J. O. Harden, a particular friend of
Maynard wiinsul. Is In the city from
Denver.
Mrs. Riley Walcott and son, who
vlsted friends here, have returned to
Wlnslow.
Union wll hold an
The Central
Important meeting at their hall this
evening.
Regular meeting of Mineral Lodge
No. 4, Knights of Pythias, tonight at
8 o'clock.
Edward S. Price of Socorro was
here yesterday, the guest of Simon
and L. B. Stern.
Regular meeting of the Woodmen
Circle tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30
o'clock at Odd Fellows' hall.
Judge Ira A. Abbott expects to go to
Santa Fe tonight to attend supreme
court which meets there tomorrow,
George Arnot, manager of the Cross,
Kelly & Co., who was at I.as Vegas
on business, has returned to the city.
. Mr. end Mrs. Jake Levy are spending a couple of weeks at Faywood
springs,' hunting and taking the baths.
Attorney H. B. Fergusson went to
aSnta Fe this morning to attend su
preme court, which meets there tomor-

Col.

invite

Will Ments, the well known repre
sentative of the Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance company. Is in the city from
the west.
Attorney and Mrs. George Klock,
who spent a few weeks on the Pecos.
fishing and Hunting, have returned
to the city.
W. B. Francis and George Thomas
will attend the snake dance of the
Hopl Indians. They left last, night for
the west.
R. S. Haddrlll, after a visit to his
Michigan relatives end friends, has re
turned, and resumed his duties at the
Morning Journal.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Marshall went
to Lamy this morning after spending
Sunday In the city with Mr. Marshall's
mother and friends.
Mattel Parrott will please call at
Sturges' European hotel and get return part of ticket from Chicago to
Columbus, Ohio.
Judge W. H. Newcorab of Silver City
passed through the city this morning
en route to Chlcao, where he Is called
on mining business.
.Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Cushman have
purchased
moved Into their newly
home on west Coal avenue, near the
corner of Fourth street.
Harvey P. BIttner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. D. H. BIttner, left last night for
Palo Alto, Cal., to resume his studies
at the Staniord university.
Throe Navajos, fresh from the en
chanted desert in the neighborhood of
Ganada, Ariz., are new arrivals at
the Alvarado curio rooms.
Hon. H. O. Bursutn, chairman of the
republican territorial central committee, passed through the city this
morning en route to Las Vegas.
J. J. Sheridan, who has been doing clerical work In the office of Delegate Andrews the past week, left last
night Tor the south on business.
Mrs. A- - B. McGaffey and children
and Mrs. O. A. Matson and children,
who spent a few days in the Zunl
mountains, have returned to the city.
Hon. "W. H. ' Andrews, delegate to
congress, and his private secretary,
Wl A. Bayer, have returned to the
city from a business trip to the southern towns.
Miss Elsie McGrtagor, one of Albuquerque's BChool teachers, who has
been spending the summer vacation at
her home at Silver City, returned to
the city this morning.
Al. Coleman left Saturday night for
California In quest of health. Mr.
Coleman has been in ill health for
some time and goes to California hoping that the low altitude will have the
desired aresults.
Judge E. A. Mann of tne Sixth judicial district of New Mexico, passed
through the city this morning en
route from Alamogordo to Santa Fe,
where he meets with the supreme
court tomorrow.
,Mrs. Price and son, Robert, who
spent th past few weeks on the
Pecos, are in the city on their way
to Me8llla rark, where the son will
be placed as a student in the Agricultural college.
the south
Madame Steward-Lamb- ,
Second street milliner, and her trimmer. Miss Strausenbacx, have returned from Chicago, where they pur
chased a magnificent stock of fall and
winter millinery.
W. H. H. Metzgar, a well known
citizen of Pajarlto, writes to The
Evening Citizen to the effect that an
prevailed
epidemic
of diphtheria
among the children of the Isleta In
dlan village, and the authorities should
take Immediate steps to stamp out
the contagious disease. A feast, so It

Is understood, will be held st Isleta
tomorrow snd those who will attend
should be on the guard while at the
village.
Attorney Wllkersnn has returned
from a fishing trip to the Pecos, where
he lias been the past ten days. He
brought bnck a large number of the
finny tribe to show for his claim that
In one day.
he caught fifty-foMr. and Mrs. Joso S. Montana are
rejoicing over the arrival at their
home of a bouncing baby girl, which
happy event occurred last Friday afternoon. Mr. Montano ! In the employ of the Colorado Telephone company.
Rev. J. H. Heald. for two years pastor of the Congregational church at
pastorage,
Gallup, has resigned hi
and will le succeeded by Kev. J. A.
Benton, of California. Rev. Heald held
his last services at UaMtip Sunday
morning and evening.
C. T. Brown and E. A. Drake of
Socorro, left last Saturday night for
southern California. Before returning
to the territory, Mr. Brown will visit
the Nevada gold fields. Mr. Drake will
take a rest at the beaches, near i,os
Angeles.
Mrs E. C. Whltson, who attended
the national encampment of the Grand
Army of the Republic at Minneapolis,
has returned to the city. She re
ports having had a fine time and after
the encampment visited relatives and
friends In the east.
Hon. E. A. Mlera, the well known
politician and stock ralsfr of Sandoval county, is in the city on business.
He expects to jecelve tomorrow at the
local stock yards a bunch of cattle
which he recently purchased from J.
W. Anderson of Socorro county.
Robert O Hearn, the telegraph op
erator, has returned from a short sojourn In Colorado and Is back at the
keys at the Western Union Telegraph
offl.ee "Boby" had a close call to "30"
In Colorado last week s a result of
eating chile. The chile was poisonous.
J. A. Blondin, accompanied by B.
Ruppe, visited his mine in Las Huer- tag canyon near Las Placltag yester
day, returning to the city last night.
This niorninf, Mr. Ruppe, accompar
nied bv Mrs. Ruppe, drove out to Tl- Jeras canyon to look .over a mine
there.
Charles E. Dagnette, outing agent
for the Indians of the southwest, ar
rived In the city Saturday evening
from Colorado Springs, Colo., where
he has been making arrangements
for the entertainment of some fifty
Ute Indians he will take to the Pike
Centennial at Pike's Peak next month.
Chas. V. Safford, the well known
territorial traveling auditor, spent yes
terday In the metropolis, coming In
from Santa Fe Saturday night. He
attended the base ball game at the
park and sttaed that the national game
Is played better In Santa Fe than In
thlg city.
A. D. Ogle, chief engineer for the
Rio Grande Land, Water and Power
company, was a passenger for Berna
lillo this morning. Mr. ogle says that
he expects Mr. Snutt, president of the
company, who Is now In St. Louis, In
New Mexico the early part of next
,
month.
Miss Mabel Hunt, one of the city's
public school teachers, returned laiA
night on the limited from southern
Cainornla. The young lady was ac
companied by Willard Strickler, Jr.,
who was at Los Angeles the past few
weeks visiting his grandmother, Mrs.
S. M. Strickler.
George B. Anderson, now engaged
in compiling a history of New New
Mexico, has gone to Los Angeles,
where on October 1 he will begin the
publication of a magazine to be devoted to the southwest. H. C.
of Los Angels will be associated
with him in the venture.
W. J. Borland, a well known cattle
raiser of Las Palomas, Sierra county,
was in the city for a few hours tins
morning. He reports his section of
country in the finest of condition for
stock raising, and says mining Is ricking up in his vicinity. The gentleman
left on the limited for southern
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presses

gasoline stove
Table oilcloth
20c and
Rubber doormats
THE MAZE
Wm. Kleke, Prep,

twenty
cents at
west gold

pound

box fine
peaches for 85
skinner's, no. 116

mountain

avenue.
Cash

For oraln aacka, all sizes. Our wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee, 602
South First street. Both phones.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

DO IT NOW. i STOCK THAT COAL
SUMMER
FOR
NEXT WINTER.
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST ONLi. W. H. HAHN & CO.

Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry

30 Dozen

School
Oaps
on sale this week

50C

THNE

ROUGH

the

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice

gro-ccri- os

R.R.

AND

EXCHANGED

Translations
Caarantood

1

1

Put your boy in a
pair of our wear defying Douglas School
Shoes, and watch

them wear worth
$3.00 but sell at

2per pair O

30 cts.

m

each

)

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture. Stoves, Dishes and Enamelware
AT SPECIAL PRICES

BOUGHT. S0L0

Association Offlea

ROSENFIELD'S,

Fine Suits
Fine Shoes

immaginable.

& MATTEUCCI.

TICKETS

for School

DRY.

JUST RECEIVED
at

LOMMORI

$1.00

Just shipped from
New York in time for
school opening. jtji
Every kind and style

O

We do it right.
Imperial Laundry Co.

Other things too
for the boys

(Boys'

Co.

Speelman
Up-to-Da-

Zearing

Furniture Dealers

te

8 W. R. R, Ave. Naxt Door First

&

i

National Bank

203 Wost Cold Avonaa

f vou are In need of anything In

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

IIS NORTH FIRST STREET

AUTOMATIC RHONE S46

COLORADO PHONE 74

We guarantee quality and prices to be right try some Diamond Edge Tools and

Cutlerythey

give satisfaction

Jl

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

with the E.
purWashburn company, today
chased the Wall Interests of the Arm
of Wall & Dexter, proprietors of the
grocery store at 612 North Finn
street.
Mr. Wall retires from the
firm and In the future the company
will be known as Losey & Dexter. Mr.
Losey will become active as senior
member of the firm at once.
Prof. T. L. Krebs has gone to Pu
laski, Tenn., where he will become
professor of music in the Martin fe
male seminary at that place. Prof.
Krebs, during his two years resi
dence In this city, has made many
friends, who regretted
to see him
leave. Many of his compositions,
written while here, have attracted
much favorable attention.
The New Mexican says: Charles
Cordova of Quenmado, was in the city
on his way to Albuquerque, from
where he Itaves In a few days for
Greenville, Tenn., where he will enter
usculuiu college. He will be accompanied by Clifford Perea of Albuquerque, and Acorsino Lucero of El Rito,
who will also enroll themselves as students t Tusculum college.

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

1

U3, H5, tt7 South First Street

401, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Black Cat Stocking for men, women
and children are unequaled in wear,
fit and fast colors. Prices range from
15 to. 50 cents. For sale at C. May's
hhoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
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Mcintosh hardware company

FOR CLASSIFICATION.

Successors to E. J. POST

& COMFANY

SEED

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

VAR-

DAM BROOK

fr

M

to

SOUTH WALTER STREET.

t?

BROS).,

-

wk

11T
V

ft

OurWindow
oeoooooooooo

KREAM

215 West Railroad Avenue

Prop:

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on woek days.
No. 112 John St.
Auto Phone 604.

r.-

CovpAxtmrnl

THE HIGHLAND LIVER

jj

si

See Display

have just returned from my
vacation and will be in my office in
the Barnett Building. C. H. Conner,
M. D., D. O. Specialty Osteopathy.

WALKOVER SHOES

M

M

I

22

M

M

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER,
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

S4.00
3.00

vj.

22e
$1.00

Ice cream social Tuesday evening,
August 28, at Albers' dairy, old town,
to raise funds with which to buy a
new altar for the German Lutheran
church. Ice cream and cake, 15 cents.
Cars stop In front of the house. Round
trip tickets for one fare may be secured at Westerfeld's cigar store.

F. O. Losey, recently

WHY PLANT THE

H

30c
$.1.00

o
ICE CREAM SOCIAL.

IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE" ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST?
N. W. ALGER,

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

PARAGON TROUSERS

Meat

L.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

ii

el

27,

Dunk.

FEDORA, for Autumn. This is the
most nobby hat on the market. Price

Watt Cold

THE MAZE
Ijoaded shells, black powder
BOc
Ioaded shells, smokeless
65c
.22 caliber cartridges
15c
Single-barrshotgun
16.00
Target rifles
,
$1.60. $2.25
Apple parerg
65c

WANTED A first class dining room
nirl. Call at once at the Columbus
hotel.
HELP WANTED A w good canvassers; ladies or Rent le men; can earn
from $75 to $100 per month selling
a new invention that Is a necessity,
sells on sight. Call in the morning.
Room No. 5 over State
National

We are displaying the SPECIAL DERBY and

MONDAY, AUGUST

Gal-lou-

TOO LATE

STETSON DERBY
YOUNG'S DERBY

CITIZEN.

EVENING
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